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wonder it has such huge fans.

T h i s i s populated by the most bizarre crew of

ape-hating slimebags ever. There are flocks of

(keep that umbrella up), psycho squids and a helmet-hurling

mole, to name a few. Add to all this fully computer-

rendered graphics, (a first on Game Boy)

and a f u n k

y

(it was in Kong's contract), and

you've got the biggest, hairiest adventure of the

year. You're gonna love it so much you might

atch, grunt and throw food a little more than usual
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i Strike and Desert Strike are trademarks

CIRCLE #102 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

So you think you earned your

;stripes by blowing away the Desert

Madman? Don’t be so sure.

Jungle Strike’" the Sequel to

iesert Strike"' is your toughest

mission yet. Hunt down and

destroy a drug lord's terrorist

.empire before Washington D.C.
'

<ets nuked.

You’ve got a whole arsenal

of vehicles to help you blast your

way through nine new levels -

night campaigns, high speed
'

river chases and jungle hide-

outs. But the enemy’s packing

more firepower too, with 26

new vehicles and weapons.

Jungle Strike's faster. More

Graphic. More Explosive. Loaded with

more danger at every turn. Can you

take the heat?

For more information,

visit “The Epicenter", the

Electronic Arts Product

Information Center at

ittpJ/www.ea.com.



TIPS & TRICKS

PREVIEWS

Press Start
•First news of Nintendo's top-secret Ultra 64 game system!

Plus: Power Rangers
, Godzilla Wars Jr., Dear Betty and more!

Impress your friends. Know the moves.

•as/s, Kasumi Ninja, Quarantine, X-Men 2,

Jurassic Park 2, Virtua Fighter, Fatal Fury 3,

Pac in Time and more!

Mortal Kombat 3
Secret moves for all characters, including fatalities and
animalities, plus secret codes and hidden features. It's

everything we know about MK3\

The big scoop on new games.

Special E
3 Previews: Hot games from the summer software expo

Plus: Tekken, Cyber Sled, Minnesota Fats Pool Master, The Ooze,

Magic School Bus, Kingdom, AAAHHIH Real Monsters, Mighty

Morphin Power Rangers: The Movie\



CAPSULE REVIEWS
Jungle Strike,

WWF Raw
,
True Lies, BC Racers, Quarantine

,

Rise of the Robots,
Myst, Wicked 1 8, Fun 'N Games

RPG ATTACK!
Square Soft's Secret of Evermore and Chrono Trigger news

RPG reviews
Earth Bound, Ogre Battle

Popful Mail Strategy

Interplay's new sports line-up, VR Sports

Acclaim's Frank Thomas "Big Hurt" Baseball

Sports reviews
Pebble Beach Golf Links, Worldwide Soccer Sporting News

Baseball
,
Bass Masters Classic,

Head-On Soccer
;
Slam 'n Jam

,

Triple Play Baseball
,
RBI Baseball '95, NBA Jam T.E., Sports Trivia

Championship Edition,
Toughman Boxing, Super RBI Baseball

JULY 1995

Mega Man VII, Phantom 2040, Justice League Task

Justice League Task Force, Skeleton Krew

Zaxxon's Motherbase 2000, Shadow SquadronCM
Surgical Strike

Super Burn Out

Wing Commander III



f DONKEY KONG COUNTRY IS THE

» STAR WARS OF VIDEO GAMES

/
did something really stupid

the other day. I was on the

last level of Donkey Kong
Country and I was at the last

save point. (You gotta love

that Candy Kong.) I started to

enter the “BARRAL” code to get fifty

extra lives and continue on my jour-

ney when I accidently misspelled the

word and erased my saved game. My
stomach dropped about one hundred
feet and my heart sank. All that time

wasted. How could I be so stupid?!

But then I started thinking. I have
been playing this game on and off

since Christmas and I’m still playing

it five months later. I’d get to a cer-

tain point and then start playing

some other game, but I always came
back to DKC. Why do I go back and
replay levels I’ve already completed?
What is it about this game that keeps

bringing me back?
There’s also a movie that I come

back to again and again. I watch Star

Wars every few months on video. I

first saw it as a kid in 1977 at the

movie theater and went back to see it

more than ten times. Star Wars not

only forever changed my childhood,

but the movie business itself. The
blockbuster movie was born. Never

before had people lined up around
the block to see a film that played at

the theater for over a year. Star Wars
went on to be the biggest money-
maker of all time. (It has since been
surpassed by E.T., then Jurassic
Park.) At the time, it was a monu-
mental success that continues to

reverberate to today, with new
movies on the horizon and games
that continue to be released like the

Super NES Super Star Wars series

and Rebel Assault. We’re talking

about a movie that’s over 20 years

old. Not only that, the movie con-

tained a quality of special effects

that had never been seen before.

Now what the heck does this have

to do with the phenomenally suc-

cessful Donkey Kong Country video

game? Star Wars had unbelievable

special effects that had never been

done up to that time. Donkey Kong
Country contains unbelievable
graphics that no one has ever seen

in a video game until now. After Star

Wars, no one could release a science

fiction movie that didn’t have special

effects with at least the same level of

quality. Donkey Kong Country is not

only a video-game blockbuster, it

has raised the level of gamers’
expectations. How can any of us still

play a game with graphics inferior to

DKC? Perhaps all this talk about the

death of 16-bit gaming has less to do
with the 32-bit platforms and more to

do with a monkey.
—Chris Gore
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Riddle me this...

What has The Riddler and Two-Face", Sugar" and Spice"

and more villains than Gotham City can handle?

What has the Dynamic Duo battling from Arkham Asylum"

and Claw Island" to abandoned subways and the Batcave ?

What has the most amazing arsenal of weapons the Batman Utility Belt can hold

—

from Batarangs” and Bat Cuffs to Bat Grenade Launchers and Bat Bolas?

What has digitized graphics, interactive backgrounds and

the first-ever teaming of Batman and Robin in duel fighting action?

BRTMRN
FOREVER

SUPER PIES’ • GENESIS’ • GAME GEAR • GAME BOY

SEPTEMBER 1995

4«laim
Iman and all related elements are the property of DC Comics TM 8 ft 1995. All rights reserved. Nintendo, Soper Nintendo Entertainment System. Game Boy and the official seais are registered tradc-marfts of Nintendo of America

© 1 991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega. Genesis and Game Gear are trademarte of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. ® S © 1995 Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. All rights reserved.
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looks like a cross between a Panasonic FZ-
1 3DO machine and the tail end of a
Corvette/’ That was the rumor mill’s descrip-

Here it is: the Nintendo Ultra 64 and a sample cartridge design.

VideoGames has learned that the NU-64 controllers have
already been manufactured, but are not being shown to the

press because of their supposedly “revolutionary” design.

tion of the external design of the upcoming Nintendo Ultra

64 game system, and it was not too far off the mark. At a
recent Los Angeles press conference, Nintendo announced
that the platform’s official release date had been pushed

back to April of 1996
for North America and
Europe—ostensibly to

prepare more soft-

ware for the rollout

—

but softened this blow
by giving us a peek at

a prototype machine.

Designed in tandem
with Silicon Graphics,

Inc. and Rambus, Inc.,

the Ultra 64 is still

planned to be a 64-bit,

$250 workhorse that

can move data at the

rate of 500 MHz. The
Panasonic R*E«A«L
comparison came

about because of the NU-64’s rounded corners,

and the Corvette reference is derived from the

idea that the machine’s four controller inputs

resemble tail lights. (That’s right, four—no special multi-

player adapters needed.) It’s the first home video game
system to feature four controller inputs since Bally’s

1

0
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Astrocade was released in

1977. Yes, cartridges are

still Nintendo’s storage

medium of choice—the top-

loading cartridge slot

approximates the size and
shape of Sega’s Genesis
cartridge dimensions. The
machine’s sleek top is also

graced by an On/Off switch,

a RESET button and a
prominent hatch that bears

the curious legend,

“Memory Expansion.”

What about software? It’s

safe to assume that Donkey
Kong/Mario Bros, creator

Shigeru Miyamoto will have
something up his sleeve for

the new system. Other early

titles include Turok:

Dinosaur Hunter from

Acclaim, Monster Dunk from

Mindscape, Red Baron from

Sierra, Top Gun from

Spectrum HoloByte, a new
version of Doom from

Williams Entertainment and
a GameTek game that’s

based on the enduring

Robotech sci-fi series.

Additionally, LucasArts announced that it

has selected the Ultra 64 as the platform on
which it will launch a new chapter in the Star

Wars universe. VideoGames has learned

that the saga in question will be Shadows of

the Empire, Lucas’ new subset of stories

and characters based on bounty hunters

and smugglers who prowl the galaxy during

a time period between the Star Wars
sequels The Empire Strikes Back and
Return of the Jedi.

With the news that Rare’s Killer

Instinct will be available for the Super . . , , _

NES on August 30th, Nintendo has stat-
Early photos of Gametek s Ultra 64

ed that “...Rare is developing a different *°?o ecl
\

ga™e show .mpress.ve

version of Killer Instinct for release on the
detai1 and "9ht source shadin9-

Nintendo Ultra 64,” all but confirming our \ 1
t

suspicions that the coin-op versions of Kl : *

and. Cruisin’ U.S.A. never really used Ultra 64 hardware anyway. I -

Just as Sega has confused game enthusiasts by announcing a #
September release date for the Saturn—which subsequently

arrived four months early—so has Nintendo clouded the impending -

Ultra 64 release by claiming that these two titles were examples of the new hardware at work—never mind the fact that

the NU-64 chipset was not finalized until a full year after the release of both Cruisin’ and Killer.

Those who can’t wait until next April will be interested to learn that the NU-64 will be officially unveiled at Nintendo’s

annual Video Game Exhibition on November 24 in Makuhari, Japan; North American press and retailers will see the

new hardware in action at the Winter Consumer Electronic Show on January 5, 1996 in Las Vegas. And if you’re a true

fanatic who picked up the Japanese Saturn or Playstation just because they were available for several months prior to

the official U.S. release, you’ll take comfort in the words of Hiroshi Yamauchi; the President of Nintendo Co., Ltd. was
recently quoted in the Japanese press as having said that the NU-64 could be in stores in Japan by December 1

.
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Director Bryan Spicer talks aboul

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Movie

e ryan Spicer apparently loves direct-

ing spunky teenagers. But while the

teens in his first major project (the

TV show Parker Lewis Can’t Lose) were

spunky only in their outwit-

ting of stodgy authority fig-

ures, the teens he worked

with in this summer’s
Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers: The Movie are

spunky in more of a super-

human, universe-saving

sort of way.

Considering Spicer's experience as a

director not of movies but of television, you

may be wondering why you should spend
your hard-earned cash on a Power
Rangers movie when you can just watch

them on the boob tube for free. “We signifi-

cantly improved the movie over the televi-

sion show," Spicer insists. “Our movie is

state-of-the-art. We have over 600 optical

animation effects. If you were to take

Batman the TV series and
compare it to the Batman
movies, that’s how much
better this is. It’s a huge,

huge difference.”

Luckily for fans of the

show, Spicer promises

the differences will make
the Power Rangers seem bigger and more
powerful, but not all that different at their

core. “We’ve kept the main characters and

sets, but made them bigger

and better,” he says. ‘The

control room set in the movie

version is about ten times

the size of the one on the

show, but it still conveys a lot

of the same feeling.”

Can the Power Rangers,

who are usually presented to

us in manageable half-hour

doses, hold fans’ attentions for the film’s

hour-and-a-half length? Spicer doesn’t

seem worried. “We just had our first big

screening, with 400 kids," he explains. “I

was reading through some of the response

cards they filled out, and there was just an
outrageous response. All the kids made it

all the way through. In most movies, you

have to put a seatbelt on a kid to get them
to sit still that long.”

The big-screen I

Power Rangers I

have nifty chest
|

logos and a new, I

latex-enhanced I

musculature.
|

Get ready for a I
new slew of bizarre n

evil monsters, [
including this fl

underfed |

The Rangers' latest

nemesis is the

slimy intergalactic

tyrant Ivan Ooze.

The movie's big bud-

get allows the Power
Rangers to finally do
some really cool sky-

diving stunts.

All this, £

scantily cl

Conan-lookin’

women, too!
j

Like parents who keep changing the name of their baby even after it’s born, Sega occasionally has trouble deciding

what to call its games. Things get really weird when Sega gives a game two different names—one on the game’s
packaging and another on its title screen.

Could Sega be a key player in an alien-led conspiracy of world domination through false advertising? Probably

not. It’s more likely that a game's final packaging is determined by someone who’s not at all involved in the game’s
programming. And a game with a name like Bari-Arm might sell better in the United States if it’s packaged with the

title Android Assault. (Still, wouldn’t it be neat if that alien-led conspiracy angle was true?)

Is it Ban-Arm or Android

Assault? Sega must have
been worried that an android

named after a human limb

wouldn’t sell well in the States.

Is it Shining Force or

Shining Force IP The
award-winning Game Gear
cart Sword of Hajya

appears to be both.

Is it Poker Face Paul

or Poker Faced Paul?
1

Is the fact that we even
noticed the difference a

I clear sign that we need
to get out more?



ENTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY ENTRY FEE:

($3.00) Computer Contest

($3.00) Video Game Contest

($3.00) Media Rig Contest

($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00)

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart

POWER. ...N PRESS K BLAST A WRECK P

BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY E TURBO V

STOMP T STAND H PRESS C DREAM I

CRUSH O SCORE R SLANT L CHASE P

TO GRAB SOMEONE’S SKIN BETWEEN TWO FINGERS AND PRESS. respective companies who. along with this magazine have no affiliation with this contest © 1995 Pandemonium, Inc.

You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the Media Rig Contest The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor,

draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of 130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound, and all components shown,

skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple, Win DBS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!!

but its only the start. Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But this time its We're talkin' GAM ING H EAVEN
all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours. cm m, u «.„„n

With whatever opt,one ,ou want. Do you haye what it takes? Thee play to win! *
Word downKdlKeMySWd Slue

P

Computer Contest. Win a blazing fast Compudyne with Pentium 90
|n future. There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie-

processor, 8 meg. ram, 845 meg. hard drive, CD-ROM, modem and more.
breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve

Video Game Contest, Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up: each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 61% will have the

Super NES; Sega Genesis with CD-ROM and 32X. Panasonic 3D0; and Atari Jaguar, highest score possible score to Phase 1, 43% to Phase II, 36% to Phase III, and 32%

Get all four or trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options include: to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will

Sony Play Station, 33 inch monitor, $1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more! each receive the grand prize they are playing for.

Mystery
H

M
y

A T
E

Word P 0 w_AA 1ST RN y

Grid A W

S —
O
R
D
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BAT-CONTROVERSY
Dear VideoGames,

I am compelled to respond to Chris

Bieniek’s article entitled “The Amazing
Spider-Games” that appeared in your May
issue. The article said that Batman would
need almost a half-dozen games to even
come close to having as many as Spider-

Man. I demand a recount! I don't know of

every Batman game, but those I do know of

I will list using the same system of counting

as Chris did for Spider-Man:

Game Boy—three games
Sega Genesis—four games
Super NES—three games
Sega CD—two games
Game Gear—one game with one on the

way
Lynx—one game
TurboGrafx-16—one game (Japan only)

Commodore 64—two games
Tiger hand-helds—two games
That’s over 21 games, not including the

Batman Forever games and Batman’s
cameo appearances.

—James R. Lyle

Hopkinsville, KY

Huh? Do the math, James. According to

your best estimates, we count a total of 20
games, so where do you get “over 21”

from? More to the point, however, is that

your estimate includes Tiger handhelds,

Japanese-only games and computer
games. Chris didn’t include any of these

categories in his Spider-Man estimates. If

he had, Spider-Man would still have come
out ahead of Batman; for instance, there

were indeed Tiger hand-held Spider-Man
games, too, and there is also a Spider-Man
game for the Super Famicom in Japan
which has not been scheduled for release

in this country. Rest assured that—after
Justice League Task Force and the various

Batman Forever games are released—the

Dark Knight should be ahead of Spidey in

the video-game stakes by year’s end.

It's good to know that people like you
are keeping us in check, and we’re sure the

Caped Crusader appreciates your vigilant

watch over his reputation in the video-

game industry.

THE FAMILY THAT PLAYS TOGETHER. .

.

Dear VG,

My wife and I recently rented a 3DO with

John Madden Football, Star Control II and
Road Rash. Madden was disappointing,

but the other two were excellent, especially

in Surround Sound. We’ve owned a
Genesis for five years and are ready to

upgrade. My question is this: Is the Saturn

or PlayStation going to offer the three

games mentioned above (our favorite

games) within the next year, or should we
go ahead and buy the 3DO and start enjoy-

ing them now? The price has kept it out of

our reach so far.

—Sandon Eaves
Irving, TX

Sniff, sniff. It’s always so touching to

read about marriages based on a mutual

addiction to video games. To answer your
question, John Madden Football will be
available for both the Saturn and the

PlayStation, but Road Rash will not. It’s

possible that Star Control II could eventual-

ly be released for either system, but it

wouldn't be for a while and nothing is set in

stone just yet. Whether or not to buy a 3DO
at this stage in your lives is a question only

your marriage counselor can answer.

DISSED BY ATARI
Dear VideoGames,

I am looking for replacement joysticks to

fit two of my Atari game consoles, the 2600
and the 7800. Atari no longer makes or

stocks joysticks for either of these
machines. I’ve found Nintendo and Super
Nintendo pistol joysticks, but both of their

plugs are different than Atari’s. Do you
know of any companies or electronic sup-
ply houses that may have what I need? I

have a fortune invested in game .cartridges

for both Ataris, and I can’t believe the com-
pany would stiff its customers like this!

—Andrew Biondo

St. Louis, MO

You can’t really blame Atari, Andrew.
After all, almost everyone with a 2600 has
long since updated systems, and only

about 27 people ever even owned the

7800. Obsolescence should be expected in

all technology-oriented products (or have
you already forgotten Beta format video

and 8-track tapes?).

Luckily for you, the solution to your
quandary is simple: Today's Sega Genesis
controllers use the same pin configuration

and work splendidly when plugged into

either Atari system. The original Atari 2600
action button is mapped to the Genesis B
button. Lots ofinexpensive Genesis control

pads are available in any toy store, and if

you want a joystick, you can get one of

those huge tabletop models with arcade-

quality microswitches and buttons! Good
luck, and say hi to Yar, the Space Invaders

and that dot from Adventure for us.

ARTISTE LACKS CONFIDENCE
Dear VideoGames,

I’m a big fan of role-playing games and
I’ve got questions for anyone who can
answer them. First, I would like a list of

good RPGs for the Super NES. I’m looking

for a challenge, and so far the only game
that has given me one is Final Fantasy III.

Second, I’ve always wanted to create my
own video game. What kind of equipment is

used to create role-playing games?
P.S: This is a drawing of my favorite char-

acter in Final Fantasy III. Please don’t

laugh at it.

—Chris Myers
Bakersfield, CA

We think the entire Final Fantasy series

is pretty cool, but we agree with you that III

is the best. Some other Super NES role-

playing games you might want to check out

are Breath of Fire, Brainlord and Ogre
Battle (see our review in this issue's RPG
Attack! section.)

Games are programmed on bigger
machines and more advanced software

than you’re likely to get your hands on in

the next few years, but if you can handle a
lot of computer science and art courses,

who knows ? You might get a crack atgame
design one day. You might also consider

designing your own paper-and-dice RPG
like Dungeons & Dragons before consider-

ing any programming endeavors. With any
luck, you’ll have licensees knocking your
door down, offering to make video games
based on characters

and a universe of your
own making! But if, as
you say, you expect
people to laugh at your
drawings, maybe a
career as a cartoonist

might be a better

choice.
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Hi, I’m Betty, and I’m here to help yo". I will try

to answer any and all ol yout quescions, no mat-
ter what the subject Si. &~ in. r =

.

.

solutely anything—I’m ah your'

Dear Betty,

What's the deal? I’ve beer, writing tc Dear p°tt) every

month since December, but your column hasn't been in the

magazine! What’s up? I've been trying tu figure out the solu-

tion to this problem I've been having iaiel>. . cat. . ae-de
what new system to getl I’ve seen stuff on the Saturn and
PlayStation

—

and heard about the Ultra 64—one' I'm pretty

confused. They all say that "we’re number one", out that's

just hype. What's the real dear? Yuube pretty nip, beey,

what do you think?

Marty Set "'.It

You think I'm hip? Thanks! It’s cool to know that my
opinion actually matters to some people. Abo it youi

and the Saturn, and as far as I'm concemeo, I like them
both a lot. Toh Shin Den and Tekken for the PlayStation a,

e

fighting games that I could play forever and Panzer Dra-

goon for the Saturn is a feast for the eyes I haven't played

any Ultra 64 games
, but I'm looking forward to it Heck, I'm

in the same situation as you are. All the systems are so

cool, even I don't know which one to get.

Dear Betty,

I'm a girl gamer just like you, but this question isn't

about video games. I'm 14 years old and I really .ike this
,

boy in my English class. He likes me too, and I'm wondering

what age do you think someone should be before they go

out with somebody.

Thanks for trusting me to ar.swe: you: question, Tai.a

wouldn't give you any bum advice. I think fourteen 's s .

too young to start going out with boys. You 'should, pi.oba;.

wait until you turn fifteen before you start making deJsk
like that in your life. Trust me, you'll find that a year *
make a lot of difference. You’ll be a bit aide' a bh utaip

and wise to all the tricks that guys try tc play or. you. W.

back and tell me how it goes!

Dear Betty.

Have you ever had insomnia? I'm sure you .know wha
is, but let me explain it to your readers - Intcmn'-’ happe
when you have trouble going tc ^ieep. I've got it and
sucks. At least once or twice ?. veek i lay down and try, to

j

to sleep but I can't. I'll sit there fo. hours bo"
J’]).

just *o

and turn all night. When I get .p m the morning I feel b

because I only got two houn u. deep out h‘ eight. T

teachers think I’m just lazy when 1 ccmQ ’-*<? class all ii

and my mom thinks I've been playing too many vidi

games, so she took away my Super Ninte;.J. |t’t noi fail

just can’t sleep! Betty, how car.
!
get no o' .'bis problem a

get my Nintendo back?

—Lee Roy, Ohapri

Oooh, tough problem, Lee Roy. I know how bed vse
nia can be and how it feels to o<- constantly neddino off 4,

ing the day due to lack ot steep. Hera's /.'M I do tc my
that passage into dreamlano .

1) Drink a cup of tea Wh lemon and non*, in it. I do
know why. but having something wa.... '.n my atom
makes me feel nice and tired a x’ it tas’a< yummy top.

2) Count sheep. It actually ,vcrks.

3) Watch the new season ol Saturday Nicht Live M
is it dull.

4) Read other game magazines. Puts me right tc sPt

instant-like, daddy-o.

Here's a special note to all you fai'hfui Dear Betty res

ers: Send me more lettersI We get a millioi. letter > for T.

& Tricks, but hardly any for Dear Betty/ What's jp,

,

slackers? Ifyou want more Dea 1 Betty, "’en stan sending

those letters.

If you’ve played a more recent ver-

sion of MK3 since you wrote this letter,

you’ve probably already seen how Mid-

way replaced the cyber-ninjas’ red

l 1
blood

BEAUTIFUL PUETBY
Dear VideoGames,

Words of Advice:

My writing of violence to people who are

concerned

On videogames and kids and what they

have learned

Red flowing blood and death is all that

they see

True to Killer Instinct, Primal Rage and
Mortal Kombat 3
All gamers like the attention given to

detail

Like the programmers who design, it’s

what will sell

Kan we teach kids the difference

between wrong and right

Or is “Finish him!” going to be the end of

a real fight?

Mom, give them a break, they’re only

having fun

Better than killing each other and losing

a son
All critics and censors trying to bring it to

an end
Take this advice, game violence is the

new trend

—Mortal Reader, Michael S. Wyrick

Greensboro, NC

with

« brown oil.

Here’s an in-

consistency

ffiCJ JV that hasn’t

I i
been cor-

(/
• T rected: When

*

' V
s

. Kano finishes

the four-armed

Sheeva by
pulling her skeleton out of her mouth,

the skeleton only has two arms. (Guess
Kano didn’t yank hard enough.)

The arcade industry refused to ad-

here to the rating system instituted last

year by the Interactive Digital Software

Association, so it has tried to police it-

self—and keep senators off its back—
by including its own warnings on ma-
chines such as the ones you’ve
described. Unfortunately, buying a

home game is much different from
playing one in the arcades; when you
see a sign like that on a coin-op game,
it might as well say, “Hey, look at me!"

Maya Angelou's got nothing on you,

Mike. It's a little unclear if your little

poem is pro- or anti-violence. Either

way, we’re not sure if you should be
trusted alone with cutlery.

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am doing a class project and was
wondering how you recycle waste prod-

ucts and other things? Oh, yeah, could

you send me an issue of the Clay
Fightergame? Thanks!

—Brian C. Nickerson

Newburgh, NY

MORTAL INCONSISTENCIES
Dear VideoGames,

I loved your Mortal Kombat 3 inter-

view because it dealt with real facts and
not stupid rumors like “nudalities" and
such nonsense. I don’t think anyone
would even dare put Sonya naked in a
game. I like the robot ninjas, but if you

were to decapitate them, wouldn’t you

see a pool of oil instead of blood?

My next issue deals with warnings on

arcade games. Killer Instinct occasional-

ly displays this message: “Parental advi-

sory, violence level strong. This game
contains selected scenes of violence

involving cartoon character in a fantasy

setting.” I have also seen similar mes-

sages on X-Men and Bloodstorm. With

the home rating system in place, are

angry senators trying to force the arcade

industry to establish a rating system?
—Randy Murphy

Bronx, NY

Rest assured that here at

VideoGames, we’re as concerned about

the environment as everyone else. As
this picture shows, all of the paper
products in our offices are eventually

eaten and safely digested by Gabe,
our resident ruminant. We would have

sent you a copy of the Clay Fighter

issue you requested, but Gabe ate

ter. And trust |
us, you don’t , Jf
want to know ^
what we do . _
with our left-

over game
cartridges. L
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One of the coolest things at the recent ACME

ARCADE STICKS FOR 32-BIT SYSTEMS
Sony’s PlayStation and Sega’s Saturn will do a darned good job

of c reating arcade-o+yle graphics and sound in the home, but

those wno prefer an authentic arcade-style feel might be under-

whelmed by the svstems' small-buttoned., handheld controllers.

Fo'
- theco d'?c rir"bating players. Hori has created the Fighting

Stick PS (tor PlayStation owners) and the Fighting Stick SS (for

Saturn owners).

Though their color schemes and button icons may differ,

each of the two models of Fighting Stick control panels consists
of g joystick and eight buttons and is constructed from the same
hea\»y-duty parts as its arcade cousins The full-size joystick

has that wonderful clicking feel that only durable microswitches
can provide, and each button has a 24-shots-per-second rapid

fire op^on that can be individually turned on or off at any point

during gameplay. (Depending on the game and the level of

cnailenae you’re looking for, this on/off customizing can prove

to be an invaluable method of cheating.)

Perhaps most importantly, the controls are set into a sturdy,

rubber-footed unit. Constructed out of metal panels and tough

molded plastic, these suckers are way heavy, providing a sta-

bility rarely felt on home control decks. The result is a true-to-

life arcade feel—especially on fighting games like Virtua Fighter

and Tekken, where insane pounding of the joystick and buttons

can be the key to success.

Overall, the Fighting Sticks provide an impressive control

alternative for those brutal players whose hand-held joypads
are consistently in danger of snapping in half or being crushed
into dust. Hori was even classy enough to prominently feature

the Saturn and PlayStation logos in the center of each unit.

Look for them to appear at your local video game dealership as
soon as the Saturn and PlayStation are released.

The object of the game is to shoot six ping-pong balls down a fat baby Godzilla’s throat before time
runs out. This task is semi-difficult due to the fact that

you can’t aim your “cannon” and because the little

green guy waddles from side to side, opening and clos-

ing his plastic mouth as he roars his terrible roar. If you
manage to stop Godzilla and save the city, you win tick-

ets that you can exchange for useless junk! (And what
could be more fun than that?)

The brightly-colored game looks really nifty—there’s

even a cartoon drawing of a super-deformed baby
Ghidra in the background—but the best part about
Godzilla Wars Jr. is how it sounds. After hearing a ter-

rified Japanese man scream “Godzilla is com-
ing!” players are treated to actual sound effects

and bombastic orchestra music from the origi-

nal Godzilla movies.

Of course, if you’ve ever seen a Godzilla

movie, you know he’s usually portrayed as
being a lot bigger, tougher and, well, less cute

than he is here, but that's what makes the

game so ridiculously spunky and original. And
while anyone with experience playing video

games will have no problem winning Godzilla

Wars Jr., preschoolers and grandparents, at

least, should find it to be an engaging test of

their dexterity.

1 6 VideoGames July '9
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Call 1-800-771-3772 for infoi

SVPEK. NES mm

wackiest roundball same

ever! Looney Tunes B-Ball features every-

one’s favorite "cwazy wabbit” playins two-on-two

with Tax, Sylvester & the whole Looney Tunes bunch!

Choose four player slam dunkin’ regulation action

or crank up the Wacky Meter and watch the ball turn

into a cream pie or a time bomb! So don’t drop the

CIRCLE #105 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



Well, the big show’s over and it was kind

of depressing, it was a little like asking for

one present that you really wanted for

Christmas and, after opening all of your

gifts, discovering that the one thing that

you /sally wanted wasn’t there. Of course

I’n. talking about Ultra 64. Sure, Nintendo

treated us to a new slick Ultra logo and a

tok.r. picture of the hardware, but where
we.'s the games?

SEGA’S SURPRISE
Yes. there is a giant mistake in the June is-

sues of all of the video game magazines,

including ours The September 2nd release

date of the Sega Saturn was false. Sega
fed this info to the starved press in ordei

to fool their competition (namely Sony),

with every intention of releasing the sys-

tem at the E3 show. Billboards, banners,

posters and roving Coca-Cola trucks had
"Sega Saturn” splashed all over them in

Los Angeles, The Saturn was in Toys R
Us, Electronics Boutique, Software Etc.

and other stores oh this date. The price

came in at $399, as everyone expected
(That annoying price of the yen!). Inter-

nally, Sega planned their video game roll-

out in a coup d’etat fashion In much the

same way that Michael Corleone callously

planned the deaths of the heads of the five

families in New York city while he was in

church, Sega planned to mislead the press

and roil out early. One Sega employee said

that they were “fighting for their lives.”

Apparently only a few. within Sega were
even entrusted with the roli-out info and
those that were in on the plan were told that

they would be fired if they said a word. I

guess all’s fair in games and platform wars.

SEGA SATURN SECRETS
Have you seen those nifty Sega Saturn
television commercials with that bald
woman that looks like the alien from Star

Trek: The Motion Picture? if you have a TV
set that has a “SAP” (Second Audio Pro-

gram) function, switch over to it in SAP
mode the commercials give away game
tips and tricks on the second audio track!

Look for a full round-up of Sega Saturn

cheats in next issue.

SONY PLAYSTATION OFFICIALLY
PRICED AT $299, LAUNCHES ON
SEPTEMBER 9TH
Sega surprised the industry and Sony
replied like a true gaming warrior. Their

mega-powerful PlayStation will be priced

$100 less than Sega Saturn. The system.

however, will not contain a pack-in game
but will have a sampler disc with playable

levels from four hot titles. Sony will roll out

the system on September 9th with a huge
national advertising campaign targeting

twentysomethings and Gen X-ers. God, I

hate that term.

ATARI JAGUAR PLODS ALONG
With software being released at a snail’s

pace you would think that no one would
care about the Atari booth at E 3

. You’re

right. But strategically speaking, Atari

execs cynically point out that only 4% of

households with game systems will pay
pay over $300 for a game box. Thus, their

64-bit Jaguar will be the clear winner
based simply on their lower price point.

The new packaging looks hot and packs in

Doom. The Jaguar VR helmet that they de-

buted at the show was okay, though it was-
n’t running off of a Jaguar system but an
arcade architecture. We are now being told

that the Jaguar CD “will ship this Christ-

mas.” What’s that old saying about the

check is in the mail? Yeah, we’ll believe it

when we see it. The point about the lower

price may actually work in their favor. It

would be the resurrection of the decade if

Atari came back to own the industry but

anything is possible. But hey guys, how
about focusing on releasing good software

instead of all these peripherals?

3DO 64-BIT LOOKS HOT
3DO visionary Trip Hawkins revealed the 64-

Bit M2 accelerator to the industry to gasps
and then applause. Clearly, the demonstra-

tion changed a lot of minds about the viabil-

ity of the 3DO platform. The demo included

game footage of a hovercraft sailing through

a Blade Runner-like city. The next title was a

first-person, 3-D game so real, you would
swear you were walking in a haunted man-
sion. This game demo ended with an alien

creature leaping toward the person and ex-

ploding with a laser blast. 3DO has a hot

lineup of new games and Goldstar is now of-

fering a $50 rebate for those ready to invest

in the platform. Goldstar is also planning a

portable 3DO that looks something like a

Sony Discman with a flip-top TV screen. The
64-Bit M2 has a completely new hardware
design that resembles Sony’s PlayStation,

only much cooler. The new control pad is so
hot they are keeping it under wraps until the

system’s release. 3DO’s new deal with

Williams for arcade hits like Mortal Kombat
3 and NBA JAM means that this horse race

is really heating up.

NINTENDO ANNOUNCES HOT SNES
RELEASES AND VIRTUAL BOY
DETAILS
Yes, as previously reported in The Gore
Score, the Rare/Nintendo/Midway arcade
hit Killer Instinct is coming to the Super
Nintendo and Game Boy. The cost will be
$75 and some will pack in a bonus CD
soundtrack. The SNES version will be out

on August 30 with the Game Boy edition

on sale in November. Donkey Kong Coun-
try 2 looks awesome and will be $70 and
hit shelves in November, just in time for

Christmas. As for the Virtual Boy, the sys-

tem will be in stores on August 14th and
cost $179. Is that really worth it for a one-

color 3-D game system? Look for true 3-D

photos in VideoGames (using a technique
we cannot reveal) in an upcoming issue.

As for Ultra 64 news, turn to Press Start on
page 10 for the whole story.

E 3 NEWS AND RUMORS
Yes, here’s the truth—and a few things

we’ll have to look into later.

• Sony may ship the PlayStation before

their announced September 9th date as
they fear that Sega may take an early lead

in the war.

• 3DO is talking to Sega about licensing

their 64-Bit M2 technology so that it will

plug into the Sega Saturn. Effectively, this

would mean that 3DO and Sega Saturn
games would merge at the 64-Bit level.

• Ultra 64 will be released December 1st in

Japan after it is officially unveiled at the

Shoshinkai show. Then the system will

launch on April 1st in the U.S.

F SHOW QUOTES: We overheard a lot of

strange stuff at the show and here’s a

taste: “32X is to Sega as Virtual Boy is to

Nintendo.” “I’ve loved video games from
Pong to Zelda from Nintendo.” (Jim Davis

uttered these words at a press conference

to announce his new Garfield game from
Sega. Tom Kalinskie could be seen to

mouth the word, “Oooopsl”) “Jaguar VR
really stands for vomit reality.” “I wish
Sony would turn the music up at their

booth.” “I actually saw Ed open his wallet.

George Washington was blinded by the

light.” “I’d sure like to take one of those
Bat-girls for a ride.” (Overheard at the Ac-

claim booth.)

Sega has fired the first shot in the platform

wars and it’s only going to get more inter-

esting from here. See you next ish!

—Chris Gore
Editor-in-Chief

1
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by

Geoff

Higgins

,

Tyrone

Rodriguez

and

Xach

Mestoni

I

f you have any tips or tricks that you haven’t seen printed anywhere else, put them on a piece of paper or a

postcard and send them to us at VideoGames, Attn: Tips & Tricks, 9171 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300, Beverly Hills,

CA 90210. If you’re the first to tell us about a valuable new tip or trick, we’ll print it and send you a cool new
controller for your Super NES of Genesis, courtesy of STD Entertainment!

LVDYK at the password screen. Next, highlight END and return to the title screen.

With the cursor on “One Player” at the Game Select screen, press and hold Left

on the D-pad, and hold the L and R buttons on top of the controller. While holding

those three buttons down, hit the START button. You’ll be sent to a top-secret

stage-select menu! Use the L, R, X and Y buttons to choose the number of your

starting stage; if you like, you can even warp to Stage 51 and fight the final boss!

Enter the password

LVDYK.

v s ..// having trouble with

favorite game? Well,

sesn't give out tips over

She—but here is a list of people

Nintendo of America Inc.

(206) 885-PLAY
HOURS: Monday through Saturday—
4 a.m. to midnight (Pacific Standard
Time)
Sunday—6 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Pacific

Standard Time)
COST: Standard long-distance rates

Highlight “One

Player,” hold

L+R+Left and press

START.

Sega of America Inc.

"(41 5) 591 -PLAY
HOURS: 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Pacific

Standard Time) seven days a week
COST: Standard long-distance rates to

Redwood City, California, apply.

TIPS: Sega's game counselors field

questions about any Sega game for the

Genesis, Sega CD, Game Gear or

Master System. Questions about third-

party games are not covered by Sega's

counselors; they will, however, refer you

to the appropriate phone numbers for

tips on licensed titles.

Atari Corp.

(900) 737-ATARI
HOURS: 24 hours a day

,
7 days a week

.5? Tic, 'm ttep-TTr. , T „
field questions about any licensed TIPS: Atan 8 Ga™ Llne 01,9,8 Tooch

— for the N ES, Super NES or Tone menus with recorded messages of

Boy. tips and strategies for recent Atari

games for-the.Lynx and;J,agi'=v'

Use the L, R, X and Y
buttons to change the

number of your

starting stage.

Turbo Technologies Inc.

(310 ) 337-6916
HOURS: Monday through Friday—

a.m. to 6 p.m. (Pacific Standard Time)

COST: Standard long-distance rates

to Los Angeles, California, apply.

TIPS: TTI's game counselors field

questions about any NEC, TTI or

Working Designs game for the

TurboGrafx-16 or Duo.

Electronic Arts

(900) 288-HINT
HOURS: 24 hours a day, seven days,

a week
CCS: 55c tor the firs? minute^S<Sa
each additional minute

,7IPS: Recorded nessagec.^roy oe
•ips and passwords .for L.ectronlc Arts,

names; (^ntfcpijnsalprfy.naay^fs^^
*

aya itolae .djkiridyriorimai bush|'|

Play away. Do you

think you’ll sink or

swim?

for U.S. Gold’s ‘F/adhfealj.

Genesis and Super NES:

Data East
(900) 4545-HELP
HOURS: 24 hours a day, s

a week for recorded message
n. to 5 p.m. (Pacific Standar

Fiidgyj?
491-
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Press START to pause, then press

Down+C, Up, Left, Up, Right, Right, C.

Press X and bring up the map. Cruise in and enter a password to skip stages.

LEVEL CODES
With these codes, you can skip to any level you want. First,

go to the map and locate the Exit Bay, then drive to it and

enter. When in the Exit Bay, you can use the password

option to enter these level-skip codes:

The Park: 98645782 Old Kemo: 89962254

The Projects: 54185654 The Wharf: 92146125

During the game, press START to pause. Then press

Down and C simultaneously, Up, Left, Up, Right, Right

and C. You’ll hear a sound effect to confirm that you have

entered the code correctly. Now you have 99 lives!

m m
GAME
GENE

J6SB-8EY6

—

Invulnerability

A3RA-AAE0— Start with eight lives

AB7B-WLDN—Wolverine heals

more than usual

SZELSOVS

—

Infinite turbos

SVKLTOSO

—

Everything costs how
much you have

OUVZAXOO—Don't take damage ir

the front

TOKI
NES

AEKYXZE

—

Start with nine lives

EESEYEVG—Infinite energy

AAKEVYPA— Infinite time

PEOPTLAA—When your weapon
runs out of ammo, it's replaced by a

double weapon

NES
IAXSGLLA

—

Start with five lives

EEVYEIAG

—

Start with twice as

much energy

AAOSOVGL—Don’t flash after

getting hit

SUELOISP

—

Infinite magic points



AMMTTLECORPSTRIPTICK
In Battlecorps, if you pause the game and enter B. A, B, A, Right, A, C,

Up, START, you will get a map of the area you are in.

Press START to pause the game. Press B, A, B, A, Right, A, C, Up,

START. Now you have a map.

red marker is.

SlHfrfltfTll'SlI Along with the basic set

of attacks that you can

use in Beyond Oasis,

there are three “super”

moves that will help you
dispose of the enemy more readily. The first move
is the Grand Attack in which you sweep your sword
in a huge arc, devastating all of the enemies sur-

rounding you. The next move is called the Flip

Slash, a forward flip after which you bring your

sword down on an opponent. The last move is the

Flash Stab, which will produce multiple hits that will

leave the enemy greatly weakened.

north side of the tree.

Grand Spin

Hold B, rotate the D-pad
clockwise and release B.

Hold B, press Forward,
Back, Forward and

release B.

Secret
Hidden under a tree in the land of Oasis is a 100-level dungeon. Each
level is a room occupied by as many as eight or nine monsters. Every ten

levels you clear, you'll get a special item of substantial power, e.g. an ele-

mental summoning device, Toadstool, etc. You cannot use any items or

elemental powers while inside, but you can leave whenever you want.

Forward, Forward,

Forward, B

To play as the Dali Llama, wait for the title screen to pop up and when it

does, press X, A, B, A, Left, A in sequence on Controller 1 . If the code works,

you’ll hear a chime. Go to the character selection screen and you’ll be able to

choose the Dali Llama as a playable character!

CO0EI
VideoGames



For Use With Datel's Pro Action

Replay Game Busting Cartridges

7ET7-9E03—Infinite energy
7E17-C603—Infinite shots

7E17-CE0X—Replace X with 1

. for infinite items in box 1 -5

Genesis
-FFFBG-BO0O91—Unlimited Lr

PFFA4-F0023—Unlimited®

Stage Passwords
You may be having a tough time getting to the

desired stages in pyro-boy's latest adventure. Here
are the necessary codes to get you out of that rut.

Boom!
if you’re having trouble with a certain level after

your death, go to an already-completed level and
power up. The third stage in tine Jammin’ Jungle is a
great spot to try this method out.

Stage 2: 6800
Stage 3: 5120
Boss: 7420

Stage 1 : 4501
Stage 2: 8111
Stage 3: 7421
Stage 4: 1051
Boss: 3351

Stage 1 : 4502
Stage 2: 8112
Stage 3: 7422
Stage 4: 1052
Boss: 3352

Stage 1 : 6803
Stage 2: 0513
Stage 3: 9723
Stage 4: 3353
Boss: 5653

Stage 1 : 8114
Stage 2: 2814
Stage 3: 1134
Stage 4: 5654
Boss: 7954

Cruisin’ Comet
Final Stage: 0515

FF088-90003—Infinite lives

FF001 -30001—-Transformed all the time

FF001 -50002—When transformed,

you get infinite gun

FF07F-D00XX—Level select; re

as follows:

02 New York Street 1

04 Climb
06 Rooftop

08 Alleyway

0A The Hall.

0C The Chase
0E Times Square
10 San Francisco

12 Central Park
14 New York Street 2
16 The Deep
18 Fantastic Four H.Q.

1A Fantastic Four Lab
1C Rooftop 2
IE Prospect Park

20 Prospeci Park 2
22 Police Station

26 Manhattan Rooftop

2A Statue of Liberty

2C Manhattan Street 1

30 Manhattan Street 2

32 The End
34 Ruined [Boys Home
36 Secret Room
38 Secret Room
3A Secret Room
3C Secret Room
3E Secret Room
40 Secret Room
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KASUMI NINJA
DEATH MOVES

The following is a list of moves for the eight characters in Kasumi Ninja. All

moves are from the right side and must be done while holding down the C

button (with the exception of the throws). You should also be standing close

to your opponent when executing the Death Moves except for Danja, who

must be standing far away.

Death Move
Right, Left, Right, I

Goth Hammer
Right, Up

Throw
Left + B

Power Slide

Move the D-pad counter-clockwise from

Left to Right

Exploding Bamboo Stick

Move the D-Pad clockwise from

Down to Up

Side Teleport

Down, Up, Up

Throw
Left + A

Death Move Exploding Bolas.

Up, Up, Left Left, Left, Left, Right



Ninja Fireball: Move the D-pad
counterclockwise from Left to Right

Ninja Teleport

Up, Up

Throw
Left + A

Death Move Whirlwind Kick

Up, Down Left, Left, Right, Right

Buffalo Stomp
Left, Up, Up

• Eagle Claw
Move the D-pad
counterclockwise

from Left to Right

Throw
Left + E

Death Move
Right, Down, Right, Left, Up, Down

Head Butt

Right, Right, Right



1 . So-Chuusui: Back+Punch
2. Chuugeki: Forward+Punch
3. Uramonchochu: Forward, Forward+Punch
4. Chuusui: Punch
5. Housui: Down+Punch
6. Close Punch:

(at close range) Down-Forward+Punch

7.

' Hachimon Kaida: Punch, Punch
8. Kansui Tai: Punch, Kick

9. Mouko Kohazan:
Hold Down, then Forward and Punch

10. Testuzanko:

Back, Forward, Forward+Punch+Kick
1

1

. Yu-Shiyoutai: Forward+Kick
12. Shiyoutai: Kick

13. Youzentai: Down+Kick
14. Sokutai: Down-Forward+Kick
15. Renkan Tai Single: Forward, Forward+Kick
1 6. Renkan Tai Double:

Forward,Forward+Kick, Kick

1 . Tai Ken: Back+Punch
2. Chuu Ken: Punch
3. Souchuu Ken: Down+Punch
4. Renshou: Punch, Punch
5. Raigekishou: Punch, Punch, Punch
6. Renkentai: Punch, Kick

7. Soukensenpuutai: Punch, Punch, Kick

8. Renkan Tenshin Kyaku:
Punch, Punch, Punch, Kick

9. Renkan Tenshin Soukyaku:
Punch, Punch, Punch, Down+Kick

^
mam

m

Sou Ken: Back+Punch
2. Chuugeki: Forward+Punch
3. Chuu Ken: Punch
4. Souchuu Ken: Down+Punch
5. Zensou Ken: Tap Down-Forward+Punch
6. Kosou Ken

:

Down-Forward+Punch
7. Renshou: Punch, Punch
8. Renkashou: Punch, Punch, Punch
9. Rising Renkasou:

Down-Forward+Punch, Punch, Punch
10. Sou Renkashou:

Tap Down-Forward+Punch, Punch, Punch
11. Renkentai: Punch, Kick
12. Renkenai Kyaku: Punch, Punch, Kick

1 0. Renkan Hai Tenkyaku:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Up-Away+Kick
1

1

. Seniai: Kick

12. Sensai Tai: Down+Kick
13. Taitouri Senkyaku: Kick

(while standing up from a crouched position)

14. Senchuu Tai: Down-Forward+Kick
15. Senpuga: Kick+Block
16. Enseishuku: Kick+Block (while crouching)

17. Back Flip: Tap Up-Away (up to three times)

18. Haitentai: Up-Away+Kick
(can be combined with Back Flip)

1 3. Renkantenshin Kyaku:
Punch, Punch, Punch, Kick

1 4. Renkantenshin Soukyaku

:

Punch, Punch, Pounch, Down+Kick
15. Renkan Hai Tenkyaku:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Up-Away+Kick
1 6. Taitouri Senkyaku: Kick

(while standing up from a crouched position)

1 7. Katsumentai: Kick
1 8. Sensai tai: Down+Kick
19. Senchuu Tai: Down-Forward+Kick
20. Senpuga: Block+Kick
21

.

Enseishuku: Block+Kick (while crouching)

22. Back Flip: Tap Up-Away (up to three times)

23. Haitentai: Up-Away+Kick

wmm

1 . Stationary Hammer: Back+Punch
2. Straight Hammer: Punch
3. Low Hammer: Down+Punch
4. Sonic Upper Punch: Down-Forward+Punch
5. Axe Lariat: Forward, Forward+Punch
6. Shoulder Attack: Back, Forward+Punch
7. Jab with Straight: Punch, Punch
8. Jab with Straight and Sonic Upper Punch:

Punch, Punch, Punch
9. Hammer Kick: Punch, Kick

1 0. High Kick: Kick

11

.

Lunge Kick: Hold Forward+Kick
12. Low Smash: Down+Kick
13. Facelift Kick: Down-Forward+Kick
14. Knee Smash: Forward+Kick



TTiay appear to be simplistic, it's likely

ited fighting games ever released.

» this day some players are finding new attacks for the

original arcade game. To help those of you who are new Saturn

owners, we’ve compiled a list of the basic punch and kick attacks.

Look to the September issue of Tips & Tricks magazine for a com-

prehensive moves list, including hopping attacks, leaping attacks,

close attacks and much more.

1 . Knuckle Attack: Back+Punch
2. Low Elbow: Forward, Forward+Punch
3. Low Elbow with Upper Punch:

Forward, Forward+Punch, Punch
4. Straight Knuckle: Punch
5. Low Knuckle: Down+Punch
6. Upper Punch: Hold Down-Forward+Punch
7. Double Upper: Tap and hold

Down-Forward+Punch, Punch
8. Double Knuckle: Punch, Punch
9. Double Knuckle with Upper:

Punch, Punch, Punch

Straight Punch: Back+Punch
Chuugeki: Forward+Punch
Danken: Punch
Jizuri Dan: Down+Punch
Resshou: Punch, Punch
Raigekishou: Punch, Punch, Punch
Hagane: Punch, Kick

Resshoukyaku: Punch, Punch, Kick

Renkantenshin Kyaku: Punch, Punch, Punch, Kick

). Renkan Hai Tenkyaku:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Up-Away+Kick

, Tsukikaeshikeri: Kick

i. Surigeri: Down+Kick
I. Naka Geri: Down-Forward+Kick
k Flying Knee Smash: Hold Down, then Forward+Kick

>. Back Flip: Tap Up-Away (up to three times)

10. Elbow with Double-Fisted Slam:

Forward, Back+Punch
1 1 . Knuckle Kick: Punch, Kick

12. Toe Kick with Doubled^isted Slam:
Tap Down+Kick, (immediately) Punch

1 3. Uppercut Kick: Kick

14. Lunging Kick: Hold Forward+Kick
15. Veritical Kick: Down+Kick
16. Side Kick: Down-Forward+Kick
17. Knee Smash: Forward+Kick
18. Toe Kick: Tap Down+Kick

1 6. Flying Flip Kick: Up-Away+Kick
(can be combined with Back Flip)

1 7. Short Flip Kick: Back, Back+Kick
1 8. Low Slide: Forward, Forward+Kick

1 9. Offensive Roll with Kick:

Back, Down-Back, Down, Down-Forward,
Forward+Kick
20. Reverse Offensive Roll:

Forward, Down-Forward, Down, Down-Back,
Back+Kick
21 . Offensive Roll:

Back, Down-Back, Down, Down-Forward, Forward
22. Defensive Roll:

Forward, Down-Forward, Down, Down-Back, Back
23. Rairyuu Hishou Kyaku:

Forward, Forward+Block+Punch+KIck

1 . Straight Jab: Back+Punch
2. Straight Lead: Punch
3. Elbow Attack: Forward+Punch
4. Squat Straight: Down+Punch
5. Jab with Straight: Punch, Punch
6. Jab with Straight (Strong): Punch, Punch, Punch

7. Punch with High Kick: Punch, Kick

8. Punch with Side Kick: Punch, Down+Kick
9. Double Punch with Snap Kick: Punch, Punch, Kick

10. Triple Punch with High Step Knee:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Kick

1 1 . Triple Punch with Somersault Kick:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Up-Away+Kick
1 2. Triple Punch with Side Kick:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Down+Kick

1 . Spinning Back Fist: Back+Punch
2. Double Back Fist: Back (hold)+Punch, Punch
3. Straight Lead: Punch
4. Double Back Fist with Roundhouse Kick:

Back (hold)+Punch, then Kick

5. Elbow Attack: Forward+Punch
6. Squat Straight: Down+Punch
7. Jab with Straight: Punch, Punch
8. Jab with Strong Straight: Punch, Punch, Punch
9. Punch with High Kick: Punch, Kick

10. Punch with Side Kick: Punch, Down+Kick
11 . Double Punch with Snap Kick: Punch, Punch, Kick

12. Triple Punch with High Step Knee:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Kick

13. Triple Punch with Somersault Kick:

Punch, Punch, Punch, Up-Away+Kick

13. Elbow with Step Knee: Forward (hold)+Punch then Kick

14. Roundhouse with Jab: Kick, Punch
15. Vertical Hook Kick: Kick

16. Face Kick: Tap Down-Forward+Kick
17. Low Kick: Down+Kick
18. Medium Kick: Hold Down-Forward+Kick
19. Double High Kick: Down-Forward+Kick, Kick

20. Triple High Kick:

Down-Forward+Kick, Kick, then Kick again

21 . Front Kick: Tap Down+Kick
22. Front Kick with Spin Kick: Tap Down+Kick, Kick

23. Quick Knee: Forward+Kick

14. Triple Punch with Low Roundhouse:
Punch, Punch, Punch, Down+Kick

15. Double Hook Kick: Kick, Kick

16. Vertical Hook Kick: Kick

17. Grand Roundhouse: Block+Kick

18. Low Grand Roundhouse: Down+Block+Kick
19. Low Kick: Down+Kick
20. Medium Kick: Down-Forward+Kick
21 . Quick Knee: Forward+Kick

22. Low Step Knee: Forward, Forward+Kick

23. High Step Knee: Down, Forward+Kick

24. Double Step Knee:
Forward+Kick, then Down-Forward+Kick
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Connecticut

Michigan St

Outlawed in the pros, sure, but

in Collegeville the glass comes out

when you

throw down.

What will

irrderell

Oklahoma St.

weari ng to the
LSU

Indiana

Florida

Virginia



No time left, national championship

on the line, and the only thing

in your way is King Taunt and his

merry band of chanting idiots.

Kentucky

UCLA

Purdue

St. John's

California

Arkansas

North Carolina St.

Temple

Massachusetts

k.

ty. itb
< »£ -4,

n “V*

The real deal, baby. Baggy

shorts. T-shirts under jerseys.

32 top current teams and

8 all-time championship teams

[complete with afros].

Think On The Run 101. Call plays

on-the-fly with over 50 offensive

sets and 14 defensive sets direct

from Professor K’s textbook.

SPORTS
It’s in the gamer

CIRCLE #108 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



Magic moves are special moves that can only be performed when you

are depleted of most of your energy. To execute one of these moves,

your health bar must be flashing.

Dangerous Wolf: 4- t i
,
B + C + D

Power Gaze: + D

-
|

Andy Bogard
|

-

Special Reppadan: 4- briefly, then ^
,
C + D

1
Blue Mary

|

Special Deadly Ninja Bees: ^
,
C + D

Serer Upper: 4< ^
,
C + D

Harmagedon Buster: -»^i4<tf<-,C + D

1

Bob Wilson
|

Typhoon: ^ briefly, then 4* ^ ^
,
B + D

okaku Mochizuki
[

•
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W
elcome to the second installment of

VideoGames' continuing Mortal Kombat 3
coverage. To help you to fully immerse your-

self in the ways of Kombat, we’ve compiled a list

of moves and secrets that will point out the sub-
tleties as well as the brutal excess of what’s sure
to be the hottest fighting game of 1995.

The following information has been tested
with the use of an MK3 machine outfitted with
ROM revision 1 .0, the most recent version of the
game available at press time. We'll have
received version 1.1 chips by the time you read
these words; look for updates and additional

info in our next issue.
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SHOO BOHN'S PULE. I

Arm Cannon
Back. Forward, HIGH PUNCH

Double Arm Cannon
Forward, Forward, Back, Back. HIGH

PUNCH

VIDEOGAMES

Flying Kick

Forward, Forward, HIGH KICK

Bicycle Kick

Hold LOW KICK for three seconds,

then release

Earthquake

Hold LOW KICK for three seconds,

then release

Gotcha Grab
Forward, Forward, LOW PUNCH

Knife Uppercut

Down, Forward, HIGH PUNCH

(Only during a combo)
Down+LOW PUNCH

Fire Fatality

Forward, Forward. Forward, Back,

Forward, LOW KICK

Knife Throw
Down, Back, HIGH PUNCH

Cannonball Roll

Charge LOW KICK for three seconds,

release

Fireball

Forward, Forward, HIGH PUNCH

Low Fireball

Forward, Forward, LOW PUNCH
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Club Swipe
Forward, Back, LOW PUNCH

Sliding Club Throw
Forward. Forward. HIGH KICK

Slide

Hold Back, press LOW
PUNCH+BLOCK+LOW KICK

Energy Rings

Down. Forward, LOW PUNCH

Leg Grab
Hold Down, press LOW

PUNCH+BLOCK Grenade Toss

Down. Back. LOW PUNCH
Square Wave Flight

Forward. Back, HIGH PUNCH High Grenade Toss
Down, Back, HIGH PUNCH

Freeze Ray
Down. Forward. LOW PUNCH

Bicycle Uppercut Kick

Back Back. Down. HIGH KICK

Air Freeze Ray
Down, Forward. HIGH PUNCH

Bomb Fatality

Down. Forward, Down, Forward
BLOCK

Ice Clone
Forward, Down, Back, HIGH PUNCH

Kiss ot Death Fatality

Down. Down, Down, Forward. LOW
KICK

Zapper Gun Fatality

Forward, Forward, Forward, LOW
KICK

VideoGames
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Suicide Fatality

Up, Up, Down, HIGH PUNCH

Crush Fatality

Back, Back, Back, HIGH KICK

Back, Back, LOW KICK

Bomb Drop
Hold LOW KICK, press Forward,

Forward, HIGH KICK

Close Bomb Drop
Hold LOW KICK, press Back, Back,

HIGH KICK

Teleport

Forward, Down, BLOCK

Missile

Forward, Forward, LOW PUNCH

Heat-Seeking Missile

Forward, Down, Back, HIGH PUNCH

Teleport Uppercut

Forward, Forward, LOW KICK

mbhshsbhisto-

Bum MID PBISIBH-

IB OFHISPmi'i
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Bow-and-Arrow
Down, Back, LOW PUNCH

Tomahawk
Down, Forward, HIGH PUNCH

Green Dash
Forward, Forward, LOW KICK

V
*
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Purple Fireball

Back, Back, HIGH PUNCH
(Also works in mid-air)

Blades from Behind

Back, Back, Back, RUN
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nnmmsumm
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Fireball

Down. Forward. HIGH PUNCH

Ground Stomp
Back, Down, Back, HIGH KICK

Skin Peel Fatality

Hold HIGH KICK, press Forward,

Forward, Forward, then release HIGH
KICK

Teleport

Down, Up

Hat Throw
Back, Forward, LOW PUNCH

Back, Forward, LOW KICK

Fatality

Back, Back. Forward, Down, BLOCK

Ground Pound Fatality

Forward, Forward, Forward, LOW
PUNCH

Air Kick

Press DOWN+HIGH KICK in mid-air

Whirlwind Spin

Forward, Down, Forward, RUN
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An innovative new feature of MK3
is the ability to have mercy on your

opponent after you have defeated him or

her. Here’s how it works: When you’re in

the third round of a match and you’re

told to finish your enemy, quickly press

Down, Down, Down, RUN. This move
works for all characters on the 1.0

machines. Your enemy will be given a

one-time burst of energy for a final

chance at victory. Important note: You
must show mercy to your opponent

before attempting to perform your char-

acter's Animality! Also, be aware that

newer upgrades of MK3 will probably

have character-specific “Mercy” moves.

Quickly press Down, Down, Down,
RUN.

Your opponent gets a tiny bit of energy

back.

Each character is expected to have his

or her own “Mercy” move in the newer
versions of the game (1 .1 and up.)

Version 1 .0 of MK3 has three stage-spe-

cific fatalities that can be performed by

any character with the exact same button

combination. While standing directly in

front of your opponent, the move is exe-
|

cuted as follows: Forward, Forward,
Forward, RUN. Try it in the Subway, the

f

Bell Tower and the Pit III and remember:

This move will not work for all characters
|

If you’re lucky enough to be on the

machine when it reaches Battle 100 in

the two-player mode, you’ll be treated to

a surprise: a hidden game that can be
played before the first round of the next

match! We don’t want to ruin the sur-

prise by showing you what the game
looks like, but we’ll tell you this: It ain’t

Pong.

Press Forward, Forward, Forward, RUN.

Your enemy will drop into the pit.

..where razor-sharp spinning blades await!

Try the same move in the Bell Tower.

Your opponent crashes through the

tower's wooden floors...

...to be impaled on a bed of spikes in

the basement!

im t
v\*



Ike feaet Co
At the bottom of the “Vs.”

screen before any two-player

bout, you’ll see six boxes, each
containing a dragon icon. Player

1 can change the symbols in the

first three boxes by pressing his

or her LOW PUNCH, BLOCK
and LOW KICK buttons; Player 2

can do the same for the other

three symbols. The six symbols
represent secret codes which can
have subtle or dramatic effects on
game play.

Each button causes the symbol
in the corresponding box to change
to the next icon in a predetermined

order. For example, pressing the

Player 1 LOW PUNCH button once
will change the dragon icon in the

first box into a “MK” symbol; press-

ing it a second time will change it to

the third icon in the sequence (a

Yin/Yang) and so on. Pressing a but-

ton more than nine times will cause
the order of icons start over; in other

words, pressing a button that corre-

sponds to a box with a skull symbol

will change the skull back to the orig-

inal Dragon icon. The chart at the

right shows the order in which the

symbols appear.

Here’s a working code that we’ll use as an example: Skull, Shao Kahn, Raiden, MK, Yin/Yang, 3. To enter this

code, Player 1 should press LOW PUNCH nine times, BLOCK eight times and LOW KICK seven times; Player 2

should hit LOW PUNCH once, BLOCK twice and LOW KICK three times. The match-up screen doesn't stay up for

long, so you’ll need to punch the codes in fast. Fortunately, you can advance through the icons in reverse order by

simply holding Up on the joystick while you press the buttons. In our example, Player 1 can get the proper symbols

to appear more quickly by holding Up on the stick and pressing LOW PUNCH once, BLOCK twice and LOW KICK
three times. Try this cool code at your local arcade; you’ll be surprised to see what it does!

Throughout the summer, Midway will be leaking codes to players through advertisements and other sneaky
methods. The most common codes will appear as hand-drawn symbols that correspond to the icons as shown in

the third column of the chart above. However, many players have been finding it easier to memorize the codes by

referring to them in terms of the number of button presses it takes to get the proper symbols in place. For example,

the code that activates the game’s Throw Disable feature—MK, Dragon, Dragon, MK, Dragon, Dragon—is easier

to remember in numeric form as follows: 1 00-1 00. In other words, both Player 1 and Player 2 should press the LOW
PUNCH button one time. The mysterious code used in our example above could be written as 987-123.

Here’s
another
simple
code for
you to

test out;

On-screen form

Print icon form

Numeric form 0 2 0



* THE STORY *

In this adventure, Biddy Kong is Joined by

his new female friend, Dixie Kong. Dixie's

long, flowing hair can be used to |>ick up

objects or to slow her descent like a heli-

copter when she falls. Together they must

rescue Donkey Kong, who has been taken

hostage by the evil Kremlings. There are

100 levels of gameplay for you to master.

Diddy and Dixie can
climb on each other's

back to reach higher

platforms.

Developer: Rare

Size: 32 meg

: 1 or 2

Available: November

^ommen!!^
Just as Nintendo ruled

last year’s Christmas

season with the origi-

nal Donkey Kong
Country, so it shall

come to pass that

DKC

2

will rake in the

greenbacks this year.

Rare and Nintendo have pushed
the envelope again. The sequel
to their mammoth hit, Donkey
Kong Country, will be gracing a
retail store near you in Novem-
ber. Diddy’s Kong Quest is the
latest standard in 16-bit video
gaming. With eye-popping
graphics and sweet sound,
Diddy is sure to blow you away.
The same great gameplay and a
cast of new characters make this

an eagerly awaited title here in

the twilight of the Super NES.



You thought MK3 was hyped up?
You ain’t seen nothin’. The immi-
nent arrival of Killer Instinct on the

SNES has been worked into such
an advertising frenzy, it’s hard not

to get caught up in it. $20 million

was spent on this campaign!
The designers that gave us Don-
key Kong Country are at it again
with Kl, and they claim to have
created the most perfectly
rendered characters ever seen on a
home system. You can make up
your own mind this fall.

Killer Instinct for the

SNES looks remarkably
good after translation. If

you love how
the game plays

in the arcade, fear not—
you can expect that

same gameplay on
the Super NES.

megs

ayers: 1 or 2

Available: August
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I Spot Goes to Hollywood show-
cases the lovably mischievous

7-Up mascot as he battles

numerous enemies and attempts

to solve the many mind-

boggling puzzles of this huge,

40-level game. Spoofing many of

Hollywood’s classics such as

Dracula, Aliens, Star Wars and

Mutiny On the Bounty, Spot will

appear on most major platforms.

Comments:
With its 3-D rendered

graphics, Spot Goes
To Hollywood has a

visually stunning

appeal that could

raise it above most
other side-view

platform games.

Developer: Virgin

Players: 1

Available: November

PlayStation Developed by former Virgin

designer John Botti (Robocop vs.

The Terminator) at his new devel-

opment house, Black Ops
Entertainment, Agile Warrior is a

multi-player shooter that allows

for a pilot and gunner. Ten mis-

sions located around the globe
must be completed to thwart the

actions of certain powerful par-

ties—maybe even the president!

Agile Warrior: F-111X promises to

be a palm-sweating, high octane
shooter with unique controls and

Comments:
Agile Warrior: F-111X

is a new aerial com-
bat game from Virgin.

This smooth shooter

will take full advan-

tage of the PlaySta-

tion’s capabilities.

Watch for it.

Developer: Black Ops

Players: 1 +

Available: November

‘gravity” factors.

Barrel rolls are a breeze in your new
high-tech flying machine.

The F-111X is based on a real-life

F-111 with minor modifications.

Saturn

The angled, Zaxxon-like perspective

is unusual for this type of

action/platform game.

Could shark halitosis be the

greatest obstacle in Spot’s path?

42 VideoGames July '95



Shiny Entertainment’s second
Earthworm Jim adventure
should prove no less exciting
than the first one. With 24 meg
of memory—a 50% increase over
the previous game—the charac-
ters and backgrounds look bet-
ter than ever. Shiny’s Animotion
technique of creating movie-
quality sprite animation has also
been improved; Animotion II de-
livers new secret hidden special
moves, a Snott swing, Snott
parachute and five new guns.

m
Earthworm Jim 2
needs practically no
introduction. Look for

the cartoon TV series,

comic book and action

figures, as well as a

Genesis version of EJ2
in October.

* THE STORY *

Jim loses his job as a fry-cook and

decides to travel to the Planet of the

Monsters looking for Divine Revelation.

He only finds big monsters, of course.

Meanwhile, Psycrow has arranged a

marriage with Princess-What's-Her-

Name. Jim has to do his darnedest to

stop the marriage and then find a job.

already impressed?

LORENZO’S SOIL
has to dig his way to treasure and make

his way past Lorenzo larvae and Pedro pupae.

Jim owes back taxes to the I.R.S. (Intergalactic

Revenue Service.)

CIRCUS OF THE SCARS
Embittered circus performers unite to provide

the worst circus show ever.
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Just in time for Halloween, Interplay

will release this 3-D animated game
featuring everyone’s favorite dead
kid, Casper. Players control the

perky little ghost, who must pass
through walls and morph into all

sorts of goofy things in a quest to

solve complicated puzzles and find

the pieces of a life-restoring

machine. Along the way, expect
Casper to be thrown off-course and
harassed by his obnoxious uncles.

(But c’mon—Casper’s already dead.
How much harm can the uncles do?)

ubllsher: Interplay Comments:
Casper gets around.

His new video game
will also be available

for the Sega 32X,

Saturn and Sony
PlayStation. Boo!

(Did we scare you?)

iveloper: Interplay

Players: 1

Available: October

Casper certainly looks impressive,
The options screen sets a

spooky feel for the rest of the

game.

undoubtedly a result of its being
based on a largely computer-

animated movie.

What’s Casper searching for? His

pants, perhaps?

PlayStation Forget the Earth—Save the moon!
A true 360° flyer, Descent sends
players zooming through over 30
levels of lunar mineshafts, seeking
to destroy an alien invasion force

to the tune of a bombastic indus-

trial soundtrack and multi-direc-

tional sound effects. Descent’s
bad guys are adaptable, develop-

ing new strategies with each new
game and striking back accordingly.

If all this sounds too pant-poop-
ingly intense to handle alone, up to

seven other players can join in.

Publisher: Interplay Comments:
Descent has been
one of the top IBM

PC titles for months.

It remains to be seen

if this success can

be repeated on
console systems.

jvefoper: Parallax

Available: October

Kaboom! (Actually, sound
can’t travel on the moon, but

we’ll let it slide just this once.)

3-D images are made even
more realistic by light source-

based shading.
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Tired of racing games where
you’re on wheels that touch the
ground? Come September,
things are gonna change with the
emergence of Wipe Out, a new
racer from Psygnosis. Instead of

being glued to the street, Wipe
Out has you hovering above the
tracks with anti-magnetic forces
that lift your craft off the surface.
Add eight different flying vehi-
cles, nine super weapons and
blistering speed and you have
one amazing ride.

PlayStation

aimMs'F—
With the Sony PlaySta-

tion’s “linking” capabil-

ities, you can race your

friends through the 10

mind-numbing tracks;

each player will have

his or her own full-

screen view.

"HB&n'sygnosis

With Psygnosis’ Destruction Derby,

you can enjoy the most exciting type

of competition at home—stock car

racing. Just imagine tons of metal

vehicles bumping and smashing
against each other in this game of

destruction. The goal is to finish

first—or, if things get really hairy,

just to finish. One of the most antici-

pated releases for the PlayStation,

Destruction Derby has the makings
of an instant classic. You can’t go
wrong with a game which revolves

around car wrecks, can you?

PlayStation

Will players go back to

Ridge Racer after

they’ve experienced

the mass destruction

of this game? We’re

hoping the game will

include “Figure-8” and
“Arena” tracks.

WBlsEPPsygnoslT

1^3op53ections

sSe?CD

Available: October

Oh, the humanity!

Finesse is definitely not necessary
in this game.
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TEN SECRET
CHARAC-
TERS! (So

far.) Do you
know their

names?

My weight

makes me
invulnerable,

you silly

clown!

Tekken will contend with games like Virtua

Fighter for the Sega Saturn and Toh Shin

Den, another fighting game for the

PlayStation, when both systems are

released later this year. Like Virtua Fighter,

Tekken already has a strong foothold in the

arcades. The PlayStation version of Tekken

will provide all the arcade characters and
moves, so all you fans of the arcade game
won’t be disappointed.



All those good
Taoist health

practices have
paid off for Law



Yoshimitsu’s got the skills.

¥/
^ •*«mA little Wonder Woman action.

L!T



PlayStation
L-U1 11

Publisher:

Available: Sept.

Namco Commerf
Cyber Sled will be

Namco released this fall

with the launch of

the Sony Play-

Station. Fans of the

original arcade game
should already be
jumping up and down
with sheer joy.

Namco really seems to be beefing up
the PlayStation’s lineup of games,
having developed and published the

racing game Ridge Racer and the

fighting game Toh Shin Den, as well

as Cyber Sled. For those not famil-

iar with the arcade game, Cyber
Sled is a futuristic battle simulation

in which you control a hover-sled

through an obstacle course and
attempt to destroy other sleds. A
split-screen option replaces the coin-

op’s multi-screen combat.

Blow away the opposition.
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YLAYKR1

Tournament mode incluti

Eight Bali, Nine Bali, One
Pocket, Rotation, and 14,

Continuous.
Eight Ball

Nine Ball

Rotation

141 Continuous

OnePocket

Bowlliards

Cut-Throat

i Three Ball
It s just you and

Minnesota Fats, baby.

They don’t call him “Fats”

The Story mode includes

full-motion video
starring

Minnesota Fats, \

the Pool Master. \

Nine Ball Options

This girl looks
very ’

80s.

STORY &

< TOU RNAM ENT |
K-xmrnm I ! Ij

4 VERSUS l ,
1 :

rmxmmsmsiS. - .

TRICK GAME l

•* TRAINING*

4
' juke'box I

Select Opponent
: J

l set S;ei‘, ?sels I5sets

~ Press Start Button ~

Hey, if you like pool but don’t have a

pool table and the nearest pool hall

is all the way across town, then

Minnesota Fats Pool Legend is

exactly what you need, isn’t it?

You’ll never have to leave the

comforts of your own home to

enjoy a little Nine Ball with your

trusty Sega Saturn. Minnesota
Fats Pool Legend is the second pool

game from Data East featuring

Minnesota Fats. Play by yourself,

against the computer or with a

buddy or two.

T Sega Saturn

pact
Minnesota Fats __________

Pool Legend will HUDiisnerruata

be released
East

this fall for

the Sega
Genesis and Players: 1 to 3

Sega Saturn, as well as

the Sony PlayStation. Available: Sept.

ffttf. t'ttt
i&/v'C < frta ?

Play with three

players in Cut
Throat.

Check out Story, Tournament,
Versus, Trick, Training, or

Juke Box mode.
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In Interplay’s Kingdom: The Far
Reaches, you play as Lathan
Kandor, apprentice to the magi-
cian Daelon, responsible for
reuniting three relics from the
Hand of Mobus. Only after doing
so will you be able to save the
Princess Grace Delight. Drakes-
blood, the Plague Magician, and
the monstrous Torlok want you
dead. Sounds like something
that Dungeons & Dragons fans
will like, doesn’t it?

3DO

Kingdom is based on a

laserdisc arcade game
from the mid-’80s

called Thayer’s Quest,

which saw limited

release on the little-

known Halcyon home
laserdisc system.

irtual Image

ze: CD

ayers: 1

Available: July



Start

preparing for

those Monster

Midterms.

Each monster has its own
special scare tactic.

Meet Ickis, Krumm and Ooblina.

Super
rasa? Viacom

Developer: Realtime

Size: 1 6 Meg

mm

m

Players: 1

Available: Sept.

Comments:
Viacom New Media has

translated other

Nickelodeon television

shows like Beavis and
Butt-Head and Are You
Afraid of the Dark? into

video games.

IAAAHHH! Real Monsters is"
based on the Nicktoon TV show
with the same name. An action
game that lets the player control
three different characters all at

the same time, AAAHHH! Real
Monsters includes ten monster
environments along with five lev-

els and bonus levels. Viacom
New Media worked with
Nickelodeon and the creators of
the TV series, Klasky/Csupo, to
develop this game.

You control all three monsters at the same time

These monsters like to sniff

their armpits and juggle their

eyeballs—you’ll be able to

really identify with them.
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Each
Power
Teen has a special attack.

ifELLOW

The Power Rangers have been
stripped of their Mighty Morphin
Powers and forced to flee the Earth

while the Command Center has been
destroyed and Zordon left on
the brink of death. The Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers have
to contend with Ivan Ooze
to regain their powers and
their home. Mighty Mor-
phin Power Rangers: The
Movie features seven lev-

els of one- or two-player

cooperative fighting action.

Super HIES

anaai
Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers: The
Movie will be released

this summer, and
^the video game is

P soon to follow. So
jyou yourself will

P be able to fight

I Ivan Ooze.

i Bandai

ze: 12 Meg

1 or 2ayers

vailab e: July

Morph from Teenager Mode to Power Ranger Mode.

Play as any of the

Power Teens: Billy,

Aisha, Rocky, Kimberly,

Adam or Tommy.

Pick up lightning bolts for more power.

Stages 1 through 6 con-

sist of two phases of

side-scrolling game
play and a third stage

f wherein rests the

V Boss. In Stage 7,

\ you’ll have to do bat-^
tie with Ivan Ooze.
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G ee whiz, I don’t know...Saturday morn-

ing cartoons must be spoiling Mega
Man because he’s back in a new SNES
cart, and after the rousing success of

Mega Man X 2, it looks like he’s been
slacking off heroism lately in favor of

swank Hollywood parties with other
cartoon stars.

Capcom certainly has a recipe for rak-

ing in the dough, and Mega Man is one the

company’s tastiest morsels. Ever since the

days of the NES, Mega Man’s been
knockin’ ’em dead with solid, engaging
gameplay, a colorful cast of characters and
inventive sequels. But with Mega Man 7, it

looks like the formula is starting to get a

bit. ..well, old, actually. Mega Man 7

starts—promisingly enough—with a neat

introduction showing how Doctor Wily es-

caped from prison with the help of special

sleeper robots built in the event of his cap-

ture. Naturally, it’s up to Mega Man to save

the city, but it’s just not that exciting this

time around. In fact, I was almost tempted
to let the city burn to the ground.

To begin with, Mega Man 7s graphics

are a step down from the amazing eye
candy on display in X 2. I’ve been told that

this is an attempt to make the game look

more like the cartoon
and to harken back to

the NES games, but to

me, the graphics simply

look rushed, as if get-

ting a sequel out while the cartoon was
still hot was a priority over stunning qual-

ity. Yes, it looks like a Mega Man game,
complete with crazy enemies like Cloud
Man and Burst Man, but it pales in compar-
ison with its immediate predecessor.

Other features which made Mega Man X
2 stand out are missing as well. Mega
Man’s ability to cling briefly to walls is ab-

sent, and without it Mega Man seems to be

a bit less of a... well. ..a man! Who ever

heard of a superhero losing his powers
from one episode to the next? Mega Man 7

is also lacking the size and scope of X 2.

The levels are shorter and more repetitive,

and everybody with a brain knows that

sequels are supposed to be bigger and
better, right? Right?

It’s not all bad, though. It’s still a plat-

form game, it’s still playable, there are

quite a few fascinating new
such as the city’s new robot hero Bass
his dog Treble. It just lacks the ooomph!
that so many of us are used to. True Mega
Man fans might want to ask Capcom,
‘Where’s the beef?!”

—Gabe Soria



**thb PHerfcom is SUPER NES
GRAPHICS
Nothing to get excited about.

SOUND/MUSIC
I didn't even notice if there was any.

Plays like Acclaim’s latest Spider-Man game.

of the bosses are just weak.

Another annoying point to this game is its use of color.

Usually this is not something worth commenting on,

but this game should be made an example of. The
developers’ obvious attempt at setting a mood
doesn’t work for me. There are just too many
purples and grays and blues in this game.

At the dawn of the 32-bit era, 16-bit car-

tridges need to have a lot of special features

to attract attention. A game like this might

have attracted more attention two years ago,

but now it just doesn’t cut it. I’m glad it’s not

another run-of-the-mill one-one-one fighting

game, but I’m not very excited about the fact that

it’s another run-of-the-mill platform game.
—Geoff Higgins

I

s it Spider-Man? No. Is it The Tick? No. Well then, who is

this guy? He’s The Phantom. ..and he’s from the year 2040.

Even if you haven’t seen the Phantom 2040 TV
show or the old-school Phantom comic strip, you

should still be able to guess by looking at his

costume that the Phantom is a superhero.

Formerly a student, The Phantom is now bat-

tling bad guys all over a gothic, Batman-type

rip-off of a city. Equipped with a variety of

special gadgets, he even has a gun that

shoots out a sticky rope; real original stuff.

There are so few interesting things going on

in this game that I thought I’d fall asleep. I’d

rather watch reruns of 227 than play Phantom 2040
for any extended period of time. The enemies through-

out most of the game are almost laughable and a great many

A platform game with only typi-

cal gameplay.

CHRIS H3- 6
Frustrating and ultimately not

very rewarding; a fairly ordinary

action game.

Too gloomy for its own good.



AGUAMAN

scintillating.

SUPER NES

The colors in this game

Find out what a Superman punch sounds like.

PLAYABILITY 7
Plays a lot like Fatal Fury.

O f the two versions of Justice League Task Force, this is the

one to get The difference between the Genesis and SNES
versions amazes me. Though two separate developers

were involved, it’s hard to believe that they came from the

same producer.

The big differences between the two games are in the moves and
graphics—two pretty important areas. While the Genesis version

lacks sharp graphics, great color and cool moves, the Super NES
version stands tall. The weird thing is that the moves from one game
bear no resemblance to the other. Also, as in Aquaman’s case, the

superheroes themselves are different. In the Genesis cart, Aquaman
has a trident; no trident here, though.

While this is a much better version of the game, it still isn’t as good as it

could have been. I wanted flair, outrageous effects and eye-popping
special moves. All of these were absent. What we end up with is a

perfectly ordinary fighting game that’s essentially Street Fighter II

with D.C. superheroes. The only card that it still has tc

that it will appeal to comics fans who are dying to

against Superman, or The Flash against Green Arrow.

Check this game out, but don’t get your hopes too high.

—Geoff Higgins

RATINGS
CHRIS B- a
A solid beat-'em-up with good
graphics and great sound FX.

PHONE

DEVELOPER

ISBba
SIZE

HEEE
PLAYERS

CHRIS G.
Now I can answer those nag-

ging questions about which
superhero is the strongest!

Tb;
Needs a little more pizzazz

! DARK AVENGER OF

'p? THE NIGHT, BATMAN
' USES HIS SHARP

MARTIAL ARTS SKILLS

AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY TO

BRING CRIMINALS TO JUSTICE-
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(^technical limitations of

I the hardware are par-

I tially to blame, the GenesisH version of Justice League ,

I
Task Force still falls flat where its sister

*version on the SNES succeeded.
The plot of this game involves

Darkseid, a bad guy among bad guys, who
plots to enslave the world. He sets this

plan into motion by creating robotic
clones of Earth’s most powerful super-

% heroes and pitting them against the gen-

uine articles. I didn’t really understand the

how or why of this, but it’s only a. video

game; I just wanted to see Green Arrow
get beat yjj by Wonder Woman. This is

. where th^'appeal of this game lies.

Unfortunately the payoff isn’t there. |

Justice League Task Force had p
some big expectations to fulfill. To E
make a game with some of p|

comicdoms most beloved^ F
f

:

characters, the design *

* ||

4 rto t h i n g
less than
exfraordi-

Basina

SNES version is better, but the

characters are still the cream.

.oek hdrns with the greatest superherdt

.
---r-

IGENESISI
nary. You can sell a bunch of

copies to the built-in audience of

comics fans sight unseen, but

game players need something
more than a surprisingly average
fighting game to make the pur-
chase worthwhile.

When you first start playing
JLTF, you’ll enjoy yourself. You can
use one of six superheroes and
three arch-villains and either do
battle with a friend or play the com-
puter in story mode. But soon you

realize that there aren’t

many fantastic '***•*

EDITORS* wRATINGS

moves and the combos are nothing

special. Also, the progression of

difficulty levels is not nearly as
smooth as on the SNES.

Though the concept was great,

the Genesis Justice League game
just doesn’t shine when you
compare it to the more colorful

characters, more interesting back-

grounds and cooler moves of the

Super NES version. Could there be
a Marvel Comics fighting game in

the works?
—Geoff Higgins

CHRIS B- 7
The fighters don’t seem to have
as much weight as on the SNES

CHRIS G- 7
Not as good as the SNES, but a
worthy beat-’em-up

A€\Q\m

PHONE

wrai.-m
DEVELOPER

SIZE

iHEE
PLAYERS

REAKDOIAIIU
GRAPHICS
It looks like the superheroes.

SOUND/MUSIC
Nothing to write home about.

Standard fare. Much like Double Dragon V.

OVERALL
RATINGS



j

-

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

^fl^ore Design has really gone out on a

limb with its latest offering, Skeleton
Krew

.

It’s a dark, futuristic, violent

* * game which puts you in the role of a skeletal

mercenary whose job it is to save Monstro City

from the nefarious Moribund Kadaver. Kadaver is

threatening the city with his monstrous creations, the

Psykogenix and you (and a friend, if you so desire) are

the only hope of defeating him. Sounds cool, eh? Well, it is.

Skeleton Krew is one of the most solid, playable games to be
released for Genesis is quite some time.

This could easily have been yet another Fatal Fury clone, but

the developers wisely decided to ditch the played-out 2-D per-

spective in favor of a 3/4 diagonal view. This change from the

norm allows the player considerable freedom to move around
the playing fields, which are filled with detail and secret areas

to be discovered.

You have a choice of three characters to play as, and (thank-

fully) you have the option to change characters at the continue

stages, a feature which allows you to use characters for levels

more suited to their unique talents. The brute of the bunch is

Joint, who can take a lot of damage but is really slow to dodge.
Rib is the female mercenary and Spine is her male counterpart.

One of the most interesting features of Skeleton Krew is the

way the characters move. They’re “cyborgs,” I suppose, so
their bodies can rotate at the waist. This takes some getting

used to, but when you master this feature, you’ll be able to con-
found the Psykogenix with your crafty maneuvering.

Skeleton /Crew’s graphics are fantastic, to say the least. The
levels all have a flavor of their own, and they all vividly evoke
the bizarre world of Monstro City. Check out the elevator shaft

levels in which your mercenary is waist-deep in a pool of green

muck, trying to avoid the advances of a sewer creature, or the
levels that seem to take place in what I can only describe as an
M.C. Escher-like vision of Hell, complete with ramps to nowhere
and flowing rivers of brimstone. It’s boss. The enemies are also

wildly creative and disgusting. Along the way you’ll fight

hideous floating brains,

killer mechanical frogs,

loathsome eels and min-

ions that explode into

pools of goop when you
shoot them. I could feel

the slime on my body
and I liked it!

Skeleton Krew is a

truly awesome game. It’s

difficult enough and
interesting enough to

keep you engaged for

hours, and it boasts innovative gameplay to boot. A
step above the rest and a worthy “9.”

—Gabe Soria

GRAPHICS
Cool characters, great backgrounds!

The spooky music is a perfect complement.

Are you ready for thumb blisters?

Lock and load. Skeleton Krew is

an excellent shooter with cool

CHRIS B- S
An excellent, original game. The
two-player mode is superb, and
finding hidden rooms is tons of

fun. Great bosses with rotation

effects too; a Genesis rarity.

(415) 693-0297

CORE DESIGN



CHRIS G. 6
“An average shoot-’em-up” is

the nicest thing I can say.

CHRIS O- 5
Viewpoint was a better Zaxxon
clone than this drag of a game.

GRAPHICS A
The polygons look terrible.

SOUND/MUSIC 5
Don't expect more than average sound effects.

PLAYABILITY 5
It gets a little better as the game progresses.

® ny 32X owners who also happen to

be big fans of the original arcade
game Zaxxon might initially be very en-

ticed by the title of Zaxxon Motherbase
2000. The original arcade game was tons

of fun, but it’s unfortunate that the same
cannot be said for the new 32X version.

Some Zaxxon Motherbase 2000 fea-

tures will probably look familiar. The
game features the same 3/4 perspective

as the original Zaxxon, so at first you’re

thinkin’, “hey, this looks like Zaxxon
;

it

should be cool.” But it’s not.

First of all, the game needs better-

looking ships. We’re talking about the

year 2000 here, aren’t we? This is the

32X, right? I want to control a ship that

looks like it’s going to do some damage
and wreak some havoc; you know, like

it’s going to bring home the bacon and
fry it up in a pan. But for the most part,

the ships look goofy—very angular, with

plain polygons and triangles. I don’t

want a ship that looks like a dumb bug.

One cool thing about the ships is that

you can hop from one ship to another,

and there’s a variety of ships from which
to choose. Once your craft takes a lot of

BREAKDOWN

damage, the screen will start to flash

red. This means that if you don’t jump
out of that ship and into the next avail-

able one, you’re going to blow up.

The weapons aren’t anything to jump
up and shout about, either. A couple of

cool blue lasers here and there, but
otherwise you’re lookin’ at tiny orange
balls of flame that are just about
anything but impressive.

Some of the enemies look really

good. You’ll come across huge robots

that take up most of the screen. They’re

cool because they’re so big. But you’ll

also find them extremely difficult to kill

with only little baby balls of flame at

your disposal.

Among the game’s other problems
are severe slowdown, choppiness and
poor collision detection. It all makes for

a game that is neither exciting nor
addictive. In fact, Zaxxon Motherbase
2000 is very frustrating. Though the
gameplay gets progressively better after

the first level, for the most part it’s actu-

ally quite tiresome.

—Betty Hallock



GENESIS 32X SHADOW
NUI «AI

CHRIS G_ 9
This is the game Star Wars
Arcade should have been.

CHRIS B- 9
With better audio, this Star

Raiders clone would have been
a perfect 10.

1

never give 10s.^

DAIM
Decent gameplay, but uninspired. |

D o you remember the scene at the end of

Return of the Jedi where the Rebel
Alliance engages the Imperial Fleet in an all-

out outer space skirmish? Do you remem-
ber how cool you thought it would be to

pilot one of those X-Wings or A-Wings as
they buzzed the bridges of the Star
Destroyers? Would you like to relive that

feeling on your 32X? Well then, don’t go
out and get Star Wars Arcadel Find
Shadow Squadron at all costs.

In Shadow, Squadron you assume the
role of pilot of a fast attack space craft.

The game is set up with a variety of mis-

sions which you must complete to go onto
the next. There's an interstellar war going
on, and you are warped to various loca-

tions around the galaxy to take care of

business. This is actually one of the most
appealing aspects of this game. Not only

does Shadow Squadron evoke pleasant
memories of Atari’s unforgettable Star
Raiders, but it also has a compelling sto- *

ryline that’s highly reminiscent of the Star

Wars films and other science fiction clas-

sics, like the series of Man-Kzin War novels
or Robert Heinlein’s Starship Troopers.

Shadow Squadron’s graphics are among
its hottest features. Every one of the space-
ships is rendered in colorful polygons, and the

game is fast enough to handle the rapid
changes of perspective.

I }3® pj.Ll\iririr^||

Did I mention that you have complete freedom of

movement in Shadow Squadron? Total and complete
three-dimensional freedom of movement! There's
nothing quite like the feeling of attacking,a giant

space cruiser from the bottom, then taking evasive
action by barrel-rolling around it and then coming at

it again from the starboard side, all while avoiding
enemy fighters and shots from laser cannons. It is

absolutely stunning. I’m salivating right now be-

cause writing about it makes me want to cjo back
and play it some more!

Unfortunately, Shadow Squadron’s soundtrack
doesn’t really complement its great graphics and
incredible playability. In fact, the soundtrack is

downright horrible. The sound effects are tinny

and boring, and the music sounds like it came
straight out of a NES game circa ’87. Not good at

all. Fortunately, I have a huge record collection,

so that sort of stuff doesn’t affect me too much.
The lack of a password option is also pretty

ridiculous, if you ask me. Shadow Squadron is

Jr a" difficult game, and completing it in one sit-*
ting can be quite a task. Get on the ball, Sega,

i We demand passwords!
Shadow Squadron’s two-player mode is also a

bit of a disappointment. Instead of doing the bril-

liant thing and letting two players control two sep-
arate fighters, the second player is relegated to the

position of gunner, which—in my opinion—is a

cop-out of the highest order.

All the drawbacks aside, Shadow Squadron is still

an amazing piece of software. It’s a must-have for

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

32X owners. Gee, can we look forward to a souped-up
Saturn version? I hope so!

—Gqbe Soria

s'-’*' HGRAPHICS 9
Super hot 3-D graphics..

SOUND/MUSIC A
Tinny sound effects and 8-bit music. Yuck.

PLAYABILITY 1 O
One of the most playable games I’ve ever seen.

Shadow Squadron features amazing cut-scenes too.

> eumN6TG THE TARGETS



PHONE

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

Another interesting piece of trivia foe those of

you into RPG history: One of the writers listed

in the credits is Flint Dille, who used to work for

TSR and wrote the super-pulp Agent 13 novels.

Poor Flint, I guess his salad days have ended.
If you’re into FMV boredom, then run, don’t

walk, -do<wri to your local video game retailer.

But you probably aren’t into that, and in that

case you know what to do.

—Gabe Soria

GRAPHICS
Goofy miniatures recall bad sci-fi movies.

SOUND/MUSIC
CD quality sound, but the music sucks.

What the heck is this?! Next!

You can’t judge FMV games in

the same way you judge other

games. Surgical Strike is a fine

game/movie with excellent

effects. And those explosions
where people fly out of the

buildings are really hilarious!

This must be the most impressive

game on the face of the planet..

iS’Wjfyv 1

BREAKDOWN '



3DO 'THE 3-D STARSHIP DOGFIGHTS NEVER STOP!"

ufli
/

still can’t quite get the image of Mark Hamill as
Luke Skywalker out of my mind. He will forever

be the farmboy-turned-rebel hero-turned-Jedi

Knight. In Wing Commander III for 3DO, Hamill plays

Colonel Chris Blair assigned to the

TCS Victory. I still can’t separate the

classic Star Wars fictional character jf
from the actor, but his performance
adds to the drama of what is the best

flight sim available for 3DO.
Those not familiar with the Wing

Commander series will get into the

story fast. Humans are on the run

from the unspeakably evil Kilrathi, a

race of tall, fuzzy aliens that speak
with the bravado of Star Trek’s war-

hungry Klingons.

Wing Commander III features an
excellent flight sim engine with six

degrees of freedom as you pilot your

Hellcat on more than 50 missions.

Unlike previous Wing Commander
games where the ships had a suspi-

ciously 2-D look, the starships in

WCIII are 100% 3-D—and dangerous!
If you are up to the challenge of

completing the game, I highly recom-
mend that you play with a Flightstick

Pro for 3DO. I used it to fly the mis-

sions and it just makes it easier to

control your Hellcat. If you want to

roll your ship 360° and get behind the

opponent, the Flightstick Pro will

bring you back alive.

When it comes to long-term play

value, WCIII has more than its fair

share. With four CDs of gameplay and
over three hours of video footage,

plus 50 missions, depth is too weak a

word to describe the play.

My only complaint would be that

the in-between FMV often repeats and
gets dull. Sometimes I wish I could

skip seeing the same scenes over

again—
I
just want to go right to the action.

Excellent performances are

turned in by the actors like

Malcolm McDowell, John
Rhys-Davies

(Raiders of the

LostArk) and Ginger Lynn.

All in all, the story and
special effects are breathtak-

ing and the gameplay addic-

tive. Wing Commander III is |
Excellent FMV and 3-D ships,

absolutely a must-plav. I
but 1 was underwhelmed by the

’

.

I “flat” look of the starfields in—Chris Gore I the background.

BREAKDOWN
GRAPHICS
Great FMV and 3-D starship dogfighting.

SOUND/MUSIC
Movie-quality effects and score.

Excellent flight sim, incredibly epic story.

OVERALL^PWRATINGS *
:

’

X V ^SSWfMB?

Those Kilrathi ships blow
up real good!

Is it a movie or a game? Whichever it is, Wing
Commander III is both an excellent film and flight sim!

RATINGS
V o

As good as they come. Any
game that can make Mark
Hamill look cool deserves my
respect.
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CHRIS G. 6
Not bad, but there’s just nothing

left to do after an hour of play-

ing it.

CHRIS R. 6
Super Burn Out reminds me of

Riding Hero on the Neo-Geo,
but without all of the gambling
and surreal intermission

scenes.IBLY DATED RACING GAME.’

AAARRGGHH!! More trees! Please, stop! STOP!!

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

The road movement looks good; that’s about it.

Actually pretty cool, but sometimes static-y.

fence. More trees. Some barrels. More trees. There are probably
only about eight or ten different road-side sprites in the whole
game! Another weak element of Super Burn Out is the road itself.

It reeks of 1986. The road movement consists of three basic types:

sharp left curves, sharp right curves and straightaways. I mean,
the road surface itself moves liquid-smooth, but fails to offer any
real innovation by demonstrating subtleties in the directions it

takes. Y'know, stuff like screaming through tunnels, flying over

bridges, winding out sideways on ramp-type roads and so forth.

The rendered skies in Super Burn Out look pathetic and remind
me of work done by a three-year-old in a watercolor book.

Super Burn Out does let you play in a variety of excruciating

ways. First, you can choose to go it solo in Training or Competi-
tion mode. Second, a Split-Screen mode invites a friend to join in

on the torture session. There are, however, no cash or prizes to be
won in the game. That’s a serious flaw, because there’s really not

much incentive to continue playing without being able to upgrade
your bike with nifty new goodies.

One has to wonder why so many of the Jaguar’s games look

and feel so horribly dated. With an already suspect library of titles, 8
V|

Atari just seems to be adding fuel to the fire by releasing video t

game dreck like this. No thanks; I like the ’90s.

—Jim Loftus |

In the mid-’80s, I remember highly digging Sega’s Hang-On coin-

lop. For its time, this motorcycle racer looked spectacular and
had excellent control. Even better was the hydraulic Hang-On
motorbike, which made an already great game a total blast.

Granted, there wasn’t much in the way of play-mechanics (i.e. win-

ning cash to upgrade your bike, etc.) but it was pure and simple

fun.

Call me nuts, but in a span of nearly ten years, I think players

have come to expect more from the video games they play. And
why shouldn't we? In this case, after dozens of killer racers rang-

ing from Super Monaco GP to Road Rash to Ridge Racer, game
developers can ill afford to just simply shovel these titles out.

Enter Super Burn Out for the Jaguar. After seeing an unfin-

ished version at the Winter CES, I felt that the game was OK, but

had potential. Well, here it is, approximately four months later, and
the final version doesn't demonstrate many improvements.

At first glance, Super Burn Out doesn’t reveal its major weak-
nesses. The title screen looks hot. The track selection screen is

cool. The music is even funky, and had me pumped up for the

race. My heart was pounding. Yes, it was time for the big event.

Uh...hey, I said it was time for the big event! Wait a minute,

what in the...?!! For the love of all that is sacred, what is this? I’m

cruising along on my bike, and notice the landscape: Trees. A

ATAR
PHONE9HS



Speedy about to save his cousin,

Slow-Poke Rodriguez.

Hmmm...that springboard

looks familiar.

SEGA EUROPE

Speedy’s lightning-fast, and the

enemies are huge.

iAy Caramba! This game looks

just like a Warner Bros, cartoon.

CHRIS B- 6
A measly six sound effects?

The Game Boy Speedy is better.

GRAPHICS
Speedy is a well-animated lead character.

SOUND/MUSIC
A dripping faucet is better orchestrated.

PLAYABILITY I

Run to the right, jump, throw, yawn, repeat.

iven that Speedy Gonzales is the fastest of the Warner Bros,

characters, one would hope that a game based on the hyperki-

netic rodent would take full advantage of his speed to enhance
the gameplay. Unfortunately, this Speedy offering for Game Gear is

little more than a cookie-cut example of a mediocre platform game.
All of the run-and-jump conventions you’ve come to loathe and

yawn at are depressingly intact. Speedy’s buddies and girlfriend have
been kidnapped by Sylvester, who for some reason is referred to

5 “Cheesefinger.” It’s up to you to run to the right, save your
friends and thwart the cat’s evil plan. Along the way you need to dis-

pose of an assortment of desert creatures by jumping on their backs
or beaning them with a tossed boomerang sombrero, and at the end
of each stage you must take down a hard-to-kill boss character.

Sound familiar yet?

Speedy does live up to his name, but zipping along is never really

to your advantage. There’s no timer to race against, no special

moves or jumps whose execution require Speedy to be running, not
even any cool Sonic-style loops to run through. In fact, running at top

speed does little else except insure that you’ll eventually run over
j

something dangerous and lose valuable health points.

As a result, successfully conquering Cheese Cat-Astrophe
requires not that you master control of Speedy, but only that you
remember the exact location of each upcoming foe. (I don’t know
about you, but I’ve got better things to waste my brain capacity on.)

The game’s one high point is how good it looks. Speedy is one of
j

the best-animated lead characters ever to appear in a Game Gear
title, and the backgrounds—though sparse in action—are beautifully

colored and flow seamlessly. Turn off the music (which is repetitive

and annoying even by Game Gear standards) and you could almost
|

fool yourself into thinking you were watching an actual cartoon. A
boring cartoon, sure, but a cartoon nonetheless.

Cheese Cat-Astrophe isn’t really bad so much as just unbearably
|

unoriginal. The game has all the faults of a typical movie-to- i

videogame rushed release, but c’mon—programmers have
had 30 or so years to study Speedy Gonzales and get it

right. Shame on them for settling for this low level of qual-
j

ity! After all, a zany supersonic mouse has at least as much
potential as a zany supersonic hedgehog.

—Dan Vebber I

When the heck did

Sylvester learn to fly?

PHONEmmmm
DEVELOPER

SIZE

PLAYERS

Sylvester sneaks up on Speedy’s I

main squeeze.

RATINGS
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Yikes! Mutant plants! What have

I they been dumping in this desert? I



GAME BOY

GABE 9
Probably the best Game Boy
game ever.

CHRIS G. 9
As fun and challenging as DKC
on the SNES.

The music is amazingly similar

to that of Donkey Kong Country.

aving already heard so much about this

year’s upcoming 32-bit and 64-bit ma-
chines, it was pretty shocking to find

myself so thoroughly addicted to Donkey Kong
Land—

a

Game Boy title, of all things. I hadn’t

picked up my Game Boy for quite a while, but

Donkey Kong Land has inspired me to go out and
get a new one. (I wanted one of those transparent

ones anyway.)

Donkey Kong has been around since 1981,

having first appeared in the original Donkey
Kong arcade game. Most recently, Donkey Kong
has reappeared in the smash hit video game for

the Super NES, Donkey Kong Country. And if you
remember Donkey Kong Country, you remember
the superbly detailed backgrounds, the SGI-ren-

dered characters and truly addictive game play.

Donkey Kong Country featured level after level of

jungles and mountains and mines and oceans.

Donkey Kong Land plays pretty much just like

Donkey Kong Country. K. Rool has directed the

Kremlings to steal the banana horde again, and
Donkey Kong and Diddy Kong have to find them.

For this Game Boy version of the game, the
Kremlings have hidden the bananas in new
places all over the island.

You can play as either Donkey Kong or Diddy

Kong, but only one appears on the screen at any
time. The SELECT button switches between the

two. Both can jump, climb and swim, and Diddy’s

cartwheel and Donkey’s roll will fend off enemies.

Pick up items like Kong letters, barrels, continue

points and of course, bananas. Expresso and
Rambi are even in the game to provide Donkey
and Diddy with some transportation. You’ll find

plenty of bonus rounds, and you can save your
game too. If you liked Donkey Kong Country,

you’re definitely going to want to get a hold of

Donkey Kong Land for your Game Boy, so that

you can have as much fun on the fly.

The graphics and sounds are the best I’ve

seen for the Game Boy yet. Inspirational is what it

is. Plus the game is more fun than a lot of games
for 16-bit systems. Donkey Kong Land includes

new areas of Donkey Kong Island—Kremlantis,

Big Ape City, Gangplank Galleon and Chim-
panzee Clouds. Watch out for new enemies like

Hogwash the Flying Pig, Nautilus, Fangfish, Hard

Hat, and Swirlwind Warning. Big fun.

—Betty Hallock

Hhhhm



^ ' ft ijflB >th each cbnseeu-
n tive Fafa/ Fury title,

*ljfl ^Writhe series has
ly

' ji/ ••'// become more and

jj
more of a force to

reckoned wit£. In-

i'
deed, Fafa/ FUry, had

tV //humble beginnings;

\^4^1^ythe original wasn’t too

hot, Fatal Fury 2 was, a good
game and Fatal Fury Special was a

great game. We now face the next
generation in the series.

This time, the banal storyline
involves the Scrolls of the Shjranui
family. As usual, some enigmatic Toeing
is trying to get its grubby hands on the

Scrolls. Of course, we have our group
of heroes to stop it. Not too interesting

or unique, but it’ll have to do.

,

The changes in the game engine are

notjdeable and welcome. The designers
haVe implemented an offensive 1 dash to

assist in game speed and combos.
Special attacks are no longer necessary
to begin or end combos, which are

accomplished similarly to the way they

ar?. Structured in Primal Rage. ’Doril

Stress’, though—the traditional ISFIlkype
combos are still there, but the tirqing is

different. The only problem with these

unorthodox combos is that finding

them is all trial and prror. Some players

will hate the newattepk system, others

may get right into the action.

The down side ^of the Fatal Fury
games has been t^m^Y-with the possible

exception of Mai Shirknui—hone of the

characters has a strong, memorable
screen presence. Hdvy many characters

can you name from the Fatal Fury se-

ries? The character art and animation
isn’t the problem, it’s fine—a lack of

personality, however, is FF3s downfall.

Let’s see. ..there’s a. blonde babe (been
there, done Haggar clone
•(ditto).. .a distant relative of Nicotine

Caffeine and even a Dee Jay wannabe.
Compare ’em to .tne likeable cast of

Samurai Shodown It and you’ll soon
see what I mean.

As in previous, 'fatal Fury games,
your fighters hayd the ability to fight in

different “planes” of the background
graphics. With various button combina-
tions, you can move into the back-
ground or foreground for a total of

three levels of depth. If you finish your
opponent with a “lateral” attack (e.g. a
flying kick from the background plane

More fighters, more taunts, more action.

CHRIS B. S
The best Fatal Fury game yet—
excellent special moves.

CHRIS G- 7
After 3-D games like Virtua

Fighter, this sprite-based crap

kinda leaves me cold.

I personally hate this series.

68 VideoGames July '95
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DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

to the middle plane) your enemy will scale

into the fpr^qround, or vice versa—
a p6q\

effect. It takes a while to get used to the

three planes, but the computer-controlled

characters jump in and out of them as easy
as pie, often ducking into the background
to step around a projectile attack thaj’s

been throvyh'^t them.

You purchased a Neo*Geo for one of two
reasons—either A) you made a huge mis-

take or B) .ydu wanted to play all those nifty

Neo*Geo fighting games at home ,(most

likely the latter.) Fatal Fury 3 isn’t the fight-

ing game tptend all fighting games, but. it’ll

do. The visuals are solid, the sound s de-

cent and—at long last—we have a correct

English translation with Japanese voice-

overs! If you’ve got the dough lying around
(and you already own Samurai Shodown >Jf)

it’s probably worth it. When I buy, thy

Neo*Geo CD, I’ll get this.

—Tyrone Rodriguez

GRAPHICS 8
Much better than King of Fighters '94.

SOUMD/MUSIC 7
Standard SNK audio, but nothing catchy.

PLAYABILITY 8
Cool new moves and a different combo system.

Mp
>

- \ Ml
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GRAPHICS
Excellent graphics.

SOUND/IUIUSIC
Great explosions.

PLAYABILITY
You’ll sit with it for hours.

For those who don’t know, Jungle Strike is the sequel

to Desert Strike, and the Super NES version has been
long awaited. It’s been well worth it. The Super NES
version is even better than the Genesis version.

Jungle Strike includes nine campaigns, including

Washington D.C., South American jungles and rivers, a

nighttime jungle mission, plus snow, islands and
mountains. You control either a Comanche Attack

Helicopter, F-117A Stealth Fighter, MX9 Attack

Hovercraft, or Special Forces Assault Motorcycle.

Confront the terrorist Kilbaba and South American
drug lord Carlos Ortega. It's all very exciting.

mission n status

s the World Wrestling Federation s

Big Daddy Cool Diesel, Bad Guy

Good color.

SOUND/MUSIC
The crowds go wild.

Play for a while as Doink.

proved much more than a

le, and WWF Raw is no dlffei

GRAPHICS
The overhead perspective is fun.

SOUND/MUSIC
Suspensefully motivating.

You play as Harry Tasker (Arnold Schwarzenegger), a

top agent for Omega Sector, an ultra secret govern-

ment agency. Harry’s wife and daughter think he’s a

computer salesman. It’s Harry’s job to stop the

Crimson Jihad, a fanatical terrorist group, from deto-

nating stolen nuclear warheads. Weapons at your dis-

posal include: pistol, uzi, shotgun, grenades and anti-

personnel mines. True Lies is actually sort of an excit-

ing game for the Game Gear. The six missions that

must be completed are: The Chateau, Slopes, The
Mall, The Park, Dock and Office Party. Lots of shoot-

ing makes this game as good as it is.



The classic PC adventure comes to the 3DO and Crisp, beautiful scenery.

SOUND/MUSIC
Relaxing sound and new age tunes.

PLAYABILITY
An original adventure game.

the result is exciting. While the graphics are

slightly inferior to the PC CD-ROM version,

there are no worries regarding installation since

the 3DO is plug-and-play. The title itself is about

as strange and relaxing as they come. Visit a

land of rocketships, time travel, secret diaries

and hidden passages and soothe yourself to the

sound of the waves. With 40 hours of gaming on
the disk, Myst will take you to another world.

OVERALL
ItlBlllA

Perhaps the worst fighting game of ail time,

Rise of the Robots ironically features some of

the best graphics ever seen in a beat-’em-up. In

one-player mode, the Cyborg is the only charac-

ter that may be selected. The Cyborg also only

has two special moves. Two moves?! Though
the 3DO's graphic capabilities make this a bet-

ter-looking game than the cartridge versions,

it’s still to be avoided at all costs; if you're curi-

ous. you can look for copies in the "used” bin.

Cool 3-D robots, stunning sci-fi look.

SOUMD/MUSIC
Killer music by Brain May. Nice effects.

PLAYABILITY
Two moves per character? Lame.

Quarantine had the potential to be a killer 3-D,

first-person shoot-’em-up. Set in a post-apoca-

lyptic, crime-ridden world, the player drives a

cab and must transport frightened citizens

across town. The cab driver may now do what-

ever it takes to reach the destination, including

shooting other vehicles, running over innocents

and creating havoc with a host of fun weaponry.

Great premise; however, the choppy animation

ruins the whole 3-D effect and the realism.

The animation is very choppy.

SOUND/MUSIC
Great alternative tunes.

PLAYABILITY
Very average 3-D effects. Gets dull fast.

Just what we need, another golf game. But wait!
j

Big golfers, surreal course

Wicked 18 is different, very different...because sound/music
it’s set in Hell! Go 18 holes in a satanic course

vabi!
filled with volcanoes, glowing red lava, danger^

or noivg
ously high cliffs, foreboding castles, sandtraps

of doom, dark rivers and deadly bottomless ^IIPRAI I ^3
chasms. With six different play modes and cus-

tomizable golfers, playing the Devil’s Open will

be a trip to hell and back that you’ll definitely

I Player-1

Bstroke
yards

I 11 mph

GBAPHICS
Colorful, the way kids like it.

SOUND/MUSIC
Average Saturday morning fare.

PLAYABILITY
Good for the little ones.

This game is sure to satisfy the single-digit-

aged set. There are lots of things to color. Plus

a magical musical piano that allows players to

write their own songs or play tunes on the disk

with a wide variety of instruments. The most fun

game is a virtual paper doll set that gives the

player the option of costuming a boy or a girl.

Hours and hours of fun will be had by a little boy

or a girl—and then you can take the controller

away and play a round of Wicked 181

OVERALL’TT*'
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|\ ne name that’s practically

7 synonymous with the role-

playiag game genre is

Square Soft. You may be famil-

iar with such Square Soft titles

\ o as Final Fantasy an(l Secret

(PH I
'i

- o/Mana. This juggernaut iu

El the' genre is releasing two
;

. -
. new' games for the Super INKS

this year, each of which is sure to make
your mouth water and your toenails curl.

The first is Chrojio Trigger. Slated for release in September, C/rrono Trigger is

already a very successful game in Japan. If you couldn’t tell from the title, the plot involves a

group of lime-travellers out to set wrongs right in order to save the future. Unlike previous Square titles,

Chrono Trigger will come equipped with several possible endings and 32 megabits of in-depth role-playing.

A great plus to this game is the ability to name the players and
even finish the game without the hero. Also, the huge cast of

characters will give you many different adventurers to utilize.

This is one to watch for.

Also coming out this year is Scjuare Soft’s first U.S.-made
RFC, The Secret ofEvermore. No more wading through a bunch
of Japanese inside jokes and bad translation. Evermore is aimed
at the pop-culture of the good oT-U.S: of A. You play a 13-Movie

nut who, with the help of his dog, must visit four worlds to help

restore the tranquility of Evermore, an artificially created

world. One interesting playing feature in this game is that you
can play as either the boy or his dog. Using the

; dog becomes quite important later

on, when his heightened sensory

powers are needed. The bosses and
backgrounds of this game are SG1-

rendered so it should have a better

look than most RPG games. Look
for Secret of Evermore to be

released some time in November.

Tvmblw ’ Dice the TSR my
/& oming in July, TSR has a new
VL/ strategy dice-game that’s sure to

please diCe.-rollin’ RPG head-easCs.

Dragon Dice is the name of the game
and if works a lot like strategy card
games stub as Magic. You buy your

set of 18 random!v-Chosen dice’ from
the hobby store arid from these dice

your army strength is decided. Rolling

the dice against an opponent, you try

to rout their forces using magic and

brute force . Additional packs of dice

will also be available to beef up your

army even more. The starter set of

lice will min about |9.95 arid the

elve-die back-up. 'kicker’’ packs

ill be about $8.95.
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pparently, cuteness is now “in,” and I'm not happy, worry about having to pick it up from his garage, though,
Earth Bound is a wacky new RPG from Japan—sup- because a delivery service will bring it to you for a small *-» posedly a huge hit over there too. It tells the story of a fee. And, if you’re hungry, don’t be afraid to order a pizza.

, young boy's fight to save the world from the terrible space Unfortunately, for all of its good features, Earth Bouncfs •

monsters who have caused people and animals alike to de- infantile graphics made me want to gag. The characters
velop nasty dispositions. Scary stuff. You—along with your look like the Flintstone Kids and the atmosphere of the
dog and posse of Oshkosh BGosh-wearin’ tough guys— game is nauseatingly cheery. Some cool weapons might
must use every means available to see that the world is re- have helped, but you won’t find any that are worth using; ;

turned to its normal state. that is, unless you think that a gnarly way to
First, let’s start with the good stuff. Earth aa pulverize a bad guy is to whack him with a ^

Bound has a great deal of depth. You’re guaran- wiffie-ball bat. In keeping with the overall ’.

: teed many hours of gameplay to keep you busy. visual cuteness, the only objects you can
Also, the developers have included some clever interact with are kids’ toys.

E touches, like a Blues Brothers-influenced band, Not that it would come as a surprise, but |

;

' public transportation and the ability to use ATM the monsters in this game are laughable too.
:® machines to spice up your wallet. Your Dad is con- At one point you actually get accosted by a

Wu«8iDlTW'i

dkOiUDf’j.'WStrfiliM

DEVELOPER

‘Home Sweet Home.

PLAYERS

GRAPHICS
It looks like an episode of Bobby's World.

so darn cute!

The characters are cute and
the gameplay engaging—that’s

enough for me.

CHRIS B- 7
The graphics are goofy, but the

plot and the characters are

memorable.

3 r i
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Svou’ve waited, you’ve wished,

^1 and now it’s here. Ogre Battle com-
bines all of the elements that make

a topnotch RPG: strategy, depth,
magic, freedom to move and a plethora

of monsters to do battle with.

The best way to describe Ogre Bat-

tle is to call it the next level of Sega’s
Dark Wizard. You start out with a small

army of poorly-trained supporters. The
bad guys have total control and it’s up
to you and your band of rebels to re-

store the old kingdom to its full glory.

You travel from map to map, facing off

with the enemy units, and strategy is

the key to victory. Along the way you
must liberate towns, castles and tem-
ples where you can gain information
about hidden objects and communities.
Once you take control of an area, you
may return there for visits, searching

the local forests and mountains and
talk to the inhabitants.

As in most RPGs, you gain experi-

ence as you fight; when you’ve col-

lected enough, your level will rise.

Once you reach a certain level, you’re

given the option to change your class

and pursue another career, whether it

be Dragon Knight or Cleric.

1 Another cool aspect is that

your army doesn’t discrimi-

nate. Dragons, giants, wolves and
other creatures are allowed to join your
ranks for the fight against evil. How-
ever, you must form your units care-

fully. You can only have five “small”
characters or three “large” characters

in any one unit. So, think before you
enlist the aid of a monster; it may not

be productive.

The graphics, while not exactly
earth-shattering, are above average.
The World Map is nothing to look at,

but it’s just a map. The combat se-

quences are where the majority of time

is spent. Each character and monster
is detailed and original. When your
troops change class or become more
powerful, you’ll see a change in the

icon. The spell effects are also great to

look at. Engulf your enemy in fire or

blast ’em with a shower of ice.

A feature that I thought was very in-

ventive is the use of tarot cards as inte-

gral parts of the game. To start the
game, a mage asks you questions
about yourself and draws cards to de-

termine your type of personality. How
you answer these questions will affect

DEVELOPER
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what class and strength your char-

acter is when you start the game.
Whenever you liberate a town, you
are given a tarot card. The picture

on that card determines whether
good fortune or bad befalls the
town and party. Emperor and
Priestess cards will make the folks

happy; Death or the Hangman’s
Tree will not.

After you pick the card, you are

given the option to hold on to it for

use in battle. All cards have a posi-

tive effect in battle. Call the mighty
Loki or Merlin to attack the oncom-
ing hordes. Give your troops an
added strength or defense bonus
to tip the scales. You can only
have up to 14 cards at any one
time, so don’t be stingy.

Other facets of this game add
greater dimension to this stellar

strategic adventure. In towns you
can buy items to strengthen your
army as well as recruit monsters
and mercenaries to do your bid-

ding. Along the road to the next

town or castle, you may run into a
neutral entity who—depending on
your strength and charisma—may
be persuaded to join or fight you.

I can’t say enough good things

about Ogre Battle. There is so
much going on in this game that

you feel as though everything you
do has a greater importance. Your
popularity and respect levels are
affected by everything; you can
lower it by routing inferior forces
with your most powerful unit, or
boost it by properly dealing with
the many enemy leaders you talk

to. This attention to detail—not to

mention the game’s 12 possible
endings—make Ogre Battle one of

the most in-depth and dynamic
RPG games now available for any
system. The replay value of this

game is extremely high, offering

hundreds of hours of happy explo-

ration and conquering. Highly rec-

ommended; this one is definitely

worth purchasing.

—Geoff Higgins



hough the amount of total playing time may

pale in comparison to epics like Lunar: The Silver

Star and Vay, Popful Mail is a challenging and

entertaining game. We’ve opted not to print maps of game

areas—that takes the fun out of it—so this strategy guide will

center around tasks which must be accomplished on specific

levels. We’ll also explain what the bosses’ weaknesses are, and

Also, be aware that some areas in this guide are intentionally

vague. We don’t want you to be dependent on someone else’s

skill; search, fight and have fun!

by Tyrone Rodriguez



* Blocking attacks can be very useful. It’s easy to do as well: Simply press and

hold Down on the D-pad. Blocking doesn't always stop attacks—some are far

too powerful—but it’s helpful against smaller fireballs and projectiles. As a gen-

eral rule, blocks won’t stop sharp objects such as swords, spears, sickles, etc.
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WORTH MENTIONING

You begin your quest as Popful Mail. As the plot pro-

gresses, Mail will be joined by Tatto (the apprentice to

Muttonhead) and Gaw, a little blob. Mail is the fastest

of the trio while Gaw is the most powerful. Though

Tatto is, in my opinion, the lame duck of the bunch, he

isn’t totally without merit; some of his weapons are

great for reaching enemies that can’t be touched by his

companions. Tatto is also stronger than Mail during the

first half of the game.

* What other characters say and do depends on which player-

controlled character is in use when the other person is

encountered.

* Mail is very useful for scouting out levels to see what lies

ahead. Tatt can be used against some enemies and to con-

serve Mail’s and Gaw’s energy. Gaw is the best for bosses

because his weapons are a few points more powerful than

the others’. Gaw can also reach ledges and make jumps

rati which couldn’t be accomplished with the other characters.

»• Bananas and Apples are the best fruits to buy. They

don’t cost an arm and a leg, yet they refill a sufficient

amount of life.

> One of the best strategies is to save your progress

often. Saving gives you many options. You should get

into the habit of saving the game as soon as you are in

a new screen. Once you have done this, you may
search the level freely without worry of losing your

game. This method Is useful if you’re trying to beat a

certain time. You can basically memorize the level, then

load the saved game and fly through the area.



Mail begins her quest in Elf Woods. She
unfortunately bumps into Slick for the first time here; he occasionally

pops up to annoy the three heroes and make you laugh. At the vil-

lage on the east end of the woods, Mail can purchase Leather Mail

and a Wood Shield. I’d recommend doing so. While you’re at it, load

up on fruits. At the top of the mountains, Tatto will ask Mail to defeat

a Mad Bomber.
To defeat the Mad Bomber, you must position yourself on the farthest

left platform. When he jumps on the platform right next to you, Mail

can hit him up to three times. As soon as he jumps over you to the

platform you’re currently on, jump to the other plat-

form. This pattern can score you a perfect battle.

ing your way around—but you may have trouble trying to beat the magi-

cians who are holding Namo captive.

To defeat them, use a pattern of ducking (to block) then counter-attack-

ing the nearest magician. You can trap all four if you’re quick about it.

Once you’ve saved Namo, he will reward you with 500 gold pieces. You
can use this money to buy a Dagger at the weapon shop (this will be use-

ful against the level boss.) You should also buy the Leather Mail and

1 Wood Shield if you haven’t done so already. At the top of the tower, you
jS will fight Thrustmaster.

iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiFirnT~Fri

Thrustmaster isn’t overly difficult, he’sjust strong. You should have the

dagger equipped. Maintain a steady rhythm of jumping and throwing daggers.

By doing this, you can avoid about 50% of his bombs and seismic bursts. If you

run out of daggers, hide in the far left crevice. Bombs rarely reach Mail there.

Once the dagger power has regenerated you can finish him off.

GAME LEVELS

ELF WOODS

TREESUN



Golem Tower has but one enemy: the Wood Golem. This boss can be tricky if you don’t have

a battle plan. Mail must destroy Golem’s body, then his head. His head will call a new body
if you are too slow in destroyins it. While Golem has a body, he cannot pass over the wood
planks above the stairs; use this to your advantage. When Golem comes around with his

^ power slide, throw as many daggers as possible. While throwing daggers always maintain a

ducking position; this will keep Mail safe from Golem’s rocket punch. If you run out of dag-

gers, go to the left end of the play field and allow the dagger meter to regenerate. (Don’t

worry about Golem’s power; the damage you inflicted will still be there.) Once Golem’s first

body is destroyed, go for the annoying, bouncing head. If you’re good you can knock off

about 50 HP from the head with your sword. When the head reaches the middle of the play-

field it will bring forth a new body. Repeat the pattern mentioned to win.

Though Tatt is now available as a selectable character, Mail is still the

best to tackle the Wind Cave. The first thing you should do is head to the south-

eastern corner of the cave to encounter Slick. He will trap himself in the cave. By vis-

iting Slick right away you’ll save yourself a lot of time. Now head towards the left and
you’ll run into Gaw; he’ll run away. Go back to Slick, from whom you will get a bomb
to clear the wall. Go to the left where you saw Gaw and bomb the wall (it happens
automatically.) Get all the goodies and the hammer and head back to Slick. After you
free Slick he will repay you by stealing the hammer.

» Try to find Gaw as soon as you enter the cave. He’s one screen to the left and one screen

up. After you have ascended somewhat, you will find a bridge with a few broken pieces

which leads to the right. At the end of the bridge, you may either go up or jump down and

to the right. Go down (going up will lead to some gold bullion). Gaw will now ask for help.

Head for the Gaw village at the far left. Once you reach the village, buy Popful the Chain Mail and

Round Shield, then get Tatt the Dyno Cane, Earth Robe and Earth Charm. Load up on fruits as well.

Talk to the Gaw guarding the village; she will give you a ladder to save Gaw. Rescue Gaw in the place

where you first saw him, then get the goodies to the top right. Boney Rubbler awaits you.

Surprisingly, Boney is one of the easier bosses. Use Tatt and equip the Dyno Cane. Duck under his

horse charges and throw daggers to his back. He will rarely hit you with his swinging sword and
* you will rarely miss if you aim for his back. You’ll finish him easily.

Release the captive Gaws and head back towards the village. You may now cross the water which

was inaccessible before. In the treasure room, there's some gold bullion and a key which can be used

on a door in the Wind Cave.

GOLEM TOWER

FOSSIL ROCK



The Hot Springs

area very jKFmtl fli
straightforward.

You can gather some information at the west side of the level. The boss of this area, Nuts Cracker, is

located at the right side of the level map.
To defeat this menace, use Tatt once again. Equip the Dyno Cane; it’s much faster than the Fire

Cane. Nuts Cracker will jump back and forth. Hit him when he leaps towards you and time another
shot to hit him when he jumps back. When you run out of ammo, go to the right by the ladder lead-

ing to Nuts Cracker. After your weapon has regenerated, finish him off.

As in Golem Tower, there is only

one enemy here, the boss. This

time you fight the dragon, Goradus.
|
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Choose Tatt as the fighter and equip the
.

Electro Cane. Goradus cannot be harmed
from behind, so when he walks towards
you, jump up and hit him with the cane a V I
few times and run away. He will jump and
cause some rocks to fall, then he will charge at you. This pat-

tern must be repeated to defeat Goradus. Again/if you run out
of ammo, head to the left and recharge. You’ll likely end up
using a few fruits in the process. After he has been beaten, go
back to speak with Gaw.

HOT SPRINGS

DEVIANT DEN
Squat Tools! They
trapped Me in ay
SLEEP i

PANIC PEAK

This is probably the first really difficult level. The enemies are tough. The Weapon Shop in this level has

the Electro Cane waiting for Tatt and the Boomerang for Mail. It is very important that you purchase both of
these weapons.

Here are the necessary tasks to beat this level: Meet Gaw right below the Weapon Shop. Get the prison key
within the same vicinity where the Weapon Shop is located. Talk to Muttonhead. After you have spoken to
Muttonhead, go back to see Gaw. You will then have to fight the Thunder Dragon.

Use Mail and her boomerangs against Thunder Dragon. Position yourself right in front of the incline and throw
your boomerangs with an arc upwards. You can get hit here, but you will hit the Dragon and his smaller guardians.

Use a fruit if your life gets too low. Head to Panic Peak from here.



Be sure to buy Mail the Large Shield and Plate Mail. Tatto should get
* the Gale robe and Charm. Gaw should buy the Iron Claw, Plate Mail and Steel

Band. Here's what to do: Head to the top of the tower (this is becoming a habit) to

meet Glug. Next, go talk to the guards of Venuricio who are blocking your way. Now
talk to the senile miner looking for gold. He says that some gold would refresh his mem-
ory. There are at least six pieces of gold bullion lying around somewhere on this level;

find them. Bribe the miner and head back towards Glug; he will give you a Mythril

Trinket. Finally, go see Venuncio.

Use Mail and the Short Sword to destroy the Happy Flames of Death. Begin from the

left side and eliminate the flames by jumping and swinging your sword. Enter the door
to the left after you’ve beaten the flames.

The first enemy you’ll encounter is the Mythril Guardian. Use Mail and her boomerangs, tossing H
them with an upward arch while avoiding the Guardian’s arrows, spears and drill attacks. Once £
the Guardian begins to bounce everywhere, anticipate its landing position.

Sven T. Uncommon follows the Mythril Guardian. Defeat this pea-brain with Gaw and the Iron
J!|

Claw. Jump straight up,- while airborne, tap forward so you're close enough to hit Sven once L|

with the Claw (be sure not to jump over Sven.) By having Gaw constantly jumping, Sven will usu-

ally remain stationary and you can avoid all three of his attacks. Repeat and defeat. . .for now.

At the shop in the shrine, buy a minimum of one of each item, you’ll need at least one amulet

for sure later, you will run into Sven again in the shrine. The second time he morphs into Chargon.

Chargon can be defeated with Tatt or Mail—it’s best to use.Mail, though. If you decide to use Tatt,

equip his Electro Cane. If you’re using Mail, give her the boomerangs. Position your character’s left

foot to the immediate right of the central crack on the floor. Maintain a ducking position; this also

helps you to block the fireballs. When Chargon tosses his sword, throw the respective projectile

with an upward arch and immediately duck to avoid the sword on it’s return flight. Easy, no?

This is the last battle with Sven. He now morphs into a semi-invincible boss. Use Tatt

against the Fire Golem. This battle is tricky, so bear with me.

Position Tatt in the center of the platform. From here, fire

your Electro Cane at the Golem’s heart. The Golem isn't

.. defenseless—he has a sword which he throws straight ahead.^ When you see his arm pause for about a second, that’s a tip-

off that the sword is about o be thrown, so watch out! Instead
" a of constantly jumping, use an amulet when fireballs or his

Pju. sword are flying towards you. After the immediate danger is

^ over, disable the amulet. If you don’t, you won’t have enough
amulet power to last you the whole battle. When you run out

of ammo, head back to the left to recharge.

Sure, I know about
the legend of the
Black Seal.

ZOTH SHRINE

Ooooohh, sweetcake,

you look just FINE

from here.

FORT FRIGHT
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"7] inally, a magazine for the mature game-

J player! Ultimate Gamer brings you the

J world of computer and video fighting,

sports, strategy and action video games. It’s

all here. ..from console systems like Sega,

Super Nintendo, Sony PlayStation, Jaguar,

3DO and CD-i to computer games on the

standard IBM PC, Mac and PC CD-ROM.

You’ll get comprehensive sports-game

coverage, in-depth reviews, role-playing

games and strategies, and much, much
more. You won’t want to miss a single issue!

rwiwTirim.
Save

66%
off the annual

cover price

1 year (12 issues) only $19.95

FOR QUICKER SERVICE CALL:

1 -800-386-7595
Credit card orders only.

Or mail subscription orders to: Ultimate Gamer, P.O. Box 358, Mt. Morris, IL 61054
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL UNMAILED ISSUES IF NOT SATISFIED. Foreign add $1 0 per year. Your llrst issue will arrive In 6 to 8 weeks.
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\ / es, you too can win some free stuff from the

/ VioeoGames archives. All you need to do to qual-

/ ify for our monthly drawing is to fill out the

Reader Service Card that’s attached below and drop

it into a mailbox. Simple questions, and there are no

wrong answers—we'll even pick up the cost of

postage.

The only thing we ask is this: While filling out the

card, pay attention to the grid of small numbers that

appears to the left of the survey questions. Note that

all of the advertisements in the magazine have a

Reader Service Card number at the bottom of the

page. If you see an ad for a product or company

you’re interested in, find the RSC number on that ad

and circle the corresponding number on the card.

Circle as many or as few as you like. When we
process the card, we'll send your name and address

to each of the companies whose numbers have been

circled; those companies may add you to their mail-

ing lists or simply send you more information on the

product(s) you’re interested in.

In addition, we’ll draw five names from all of the

cards we receive each month and send each person

a package of free stuff straight from the VioeoGames

offices. You never know what you might win; it

could be a T-shirt, a poster, a free game, a pair of

shoelaces or even a rare promotional item that one

of the game manufacturers sent to us. You can’t win

if you don’t enter, so send in that Reader Service

Card today!

Movmmmm
ADVERTISER READER SERVICE CARD # PAGE #

Acclaim 103 9

Acclaim 105 17

Acclaim 107 CVR#4

Electronic Arts 101 4-5

Electronic Arts 108 28-29

Funco 106 97

Nintendo 102 CVR#2-3

Pandemonium 104 13

Time Warner Interactive — CVR#3
This ad index is provided as a convenience to our readers.

Due to last minute changes we cannot always guarantee correct information.



Once you’ve found the Weapon Shop, buy Mail the Flame Sword, 1 Silver Mail and Silver

Shield. For Gaw, purchase the Fire Breath, Silver Mail and the Silver Band. Tatt should

receive the Star Cane, Moon Robe and Moon Charm. There is no boss in this level, but

it is a good place to earn money if you don’t have the necessary weapons.

Slick has been frozen and is in your way. Once Slick has

been partially thawed, go to the mine and talk to the

first miner you see. He will give you the pot of coffee to

free the Slickster. Wriph, the first of Kazyr's twin sisters,

awaits you at the end of this maze.

Use Gaw and his controllable Fire Breath. Try to keep
the ice balls to a minimum by jumping and hitting Wriph

and her projectiles. Since there is no safe spot, use an
amulet to recover Gaw’s fire power. She is easy when
she is controlled.

The enemies on this ship are extremely powerful. The best strategy is to

equip Mail with an amulet and run to the right like mad until you can go
no further. At this point, use Gaw to make the jump. Continue to the

right until you encounter a pirate by a door. That’s Wraph’s door.

Defeat Wraph using the exact pattern that was used against Wriph.

Just be much more careful; Wraph is much stronger than her twin.

ICYCAL
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This another one of those sinsle-enemy levels. The trio will face the penguin king’s

doppleganger. He assumes two different forms. Use Gaw and his Fire Breath against

the first form. It can be beat by hitting it in the eye. When its eye is closed, it cannot
be harmed. Ground Lightning is the first form’s only method of attack. The lightning

is slow enough to jump over.

The second two-headed form
attacks in several ways. It throws a blue
fireball which should be jumped over.

Don’t worry if you don’t, it only sends
you back a bit. It also emits three spears
which are easily avoided (just hold
some distance.) The morphing lightning

ball to the wall can be taken as a hit

—

not a good idea, considering the 45 HP
you lose if you have the best armor

—

but if an amulet is in the inventory, it

can be used to walk through the wall

without harm. Aim for the heads and it’ll be over quickly. After you defeat it you will

have the third orb. As a show of gratitude, the king will give you the almighty Aura
Weapons. They’re great!

Well, we’ve lead you throush most of the game. All that’s left is Kazyr’s domain;

then it’s on to Morgal, Necros and the Overlord. Have fun and don’t forget to

buy the Golden Armor when you get the chance!
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During the base-

ball strike, Big

Frank had plenty

of time to hang

out at the Acclaim

studios and play

NBA JAM T.E.

m

Anew age of sports games is upon
us. Interplay has announced that

it is starting a new sports division

called VR Sports. The
first title to be released
under this new label
will be VR Baseball %
'95, scheduled to V
appear at the same
time as Sega’s release j^B
of the Saturn.

^pBP £ P*=g

VR Sports’ games |B I
will use advanced 3-D
polygon engines to B
generate truly three-
dimensional games. In Sensors are placed strategically

VR Baseball '95, you on certain parts of the body,
will be able to switch
the camera angle of the game to any
point you wish. Scrolling and angle
switching will be fluid and seamless.

The new division will be focusing
mainly on development of games for

Saturn, although there will be available

titles for both PlayStation and PC CD-
ROM. The VR Sports team consists of

25 programmers,
artists and marketing
personnel.

VR Sports will be
following up VR
Baseball '95 with
Hockey and
Basketball games.

Two members of the VR
Sports think tank.

Thomas Hits the Big

Time with
"Big Hurt" Baseball

N ot to be outdone by his athletic

rivals, Chicago White Sox first

baseman Frank “Big Hurt”
Thomas has entered the video-game
arena. Frank Thomas "Big Hurt”
Baseball is coming to a platform near

you. This is the first game to utilize

Acclaim’s motion-capture technology,

with Thomas’ real-life movements
and mannerisms recorded in a high-

tech studio that’s said to be the most
advanced of its kind. Using this new
technology, Acclaim plans to take
Thomas’ title to new levels. Expect
the two-time MVP’s game to hit the

streets early this fall.
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The scenery is so beautiful you'd think you were there.

VideoGames 87

(800) USA-SEGA

T&E SOFT

1 TO 4

Pop’s gonna love this

There’s plenty of room in the

Saturn software library for an

innovative golf game; unfortu-

nately, this isn’t going to distin-

guish the machine from the 3DO
or any other high-end system.

The courses and players look very real.

souND/musac
It’s golf. What'd you expect?

CHRIS G. 8
Great sound and FMV but it's

golf just the same.

I
f there’s one thing in the video-game

world that you can always count on,

it’s this: When a new system comes
out, a golf game is soon to follow. I

guess if your dad’s paying for the thing,

it’s a good idea to have a game he’d be

interested in playing himself.

There are so many golf games on the

market, it would be impossible to get a

running list that states which are the

best. You can rest assured, though, that

no matter how that list turns out, Peb-

ble Beach Golf Links for the Saturn will

be resting comfortably somewhere near

the top of that list.

True, it’s a little unfair to compare
games developed for systems that are

grossly out-gunned by the Saturn; Jack

Nicklaus Golf for the Genesis hardly

has a fighting chance here. But the de-

velopers of this game did a great job of

recreating Pebble Beach and giving the

game a realistic feel.

One aspect of PBGL that’s a great

asset is the Statistics section. Not only

does it keep extensive records of up to

four players, it also keeps hole data and

records of the course’s most astound-

ing shots.

Another facet which makes this

game stand out is the higher difficulty

involved in making a perfect shot.

PBGL incorporates more features in the

shot set-up, from where your feet are

planted to where you place your tee.

One annoying feature is the caddy/

golfer interaction. Even though you can

skip through these proceedings, the

game’s quality is temporarily sus-

pended due to the choppy animation of

the golfer and caddy.

If you have a Saturn and you like

golf, get this game. Electronic Arts’

PGA golf games for the Genesis may be

more fun, but they haven’t yet matched

the evocative graphics and sounds of

this simulation.

—Geoff Higgins
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F
irst and foremost, the question two league competitions and the tour- used to

|

everybody has on their minds is: nament competition, which allows you kick I—
Does Worldwide Soccer com- to fully get the competitive edge by ‘long, “B” passes and “C’

pare to the soccer game, EA’s playing a complete World Cup-type defense, “A" slides, “B” i:

FIFA International Soccer for elimination tournament. You can and “C” is used to switch

3DO? The answer is. ..yes! If you don’t

want to buy a 3DO to experience the

closest thing to soccer without getting

wet, you can now try it out on the
Saturn instead. Worldwide Soccer is a

definite striker.

If you’re a high-and-mighty American
who regards soccer as a sport for

“wimps” and favors manly sports like

basketball and football, you should
think again. A soccer field is longer and
wider than a football field, and—unlike

the stop-start action of football—a soc-

cer player has to be constantly moving,

running up and down the field, trying to

kick around a little leather ball. It’s

tough, and that’s why it’s the most
popular sport in the world. Worldwide
Soccer accurately brings this fast-

paced game to life.

To begin with, you have the option of

playing an exhibition against a friend,

choose between a host of international

teams, including my favorites, the

British. Unfortunately, you can’t play in

a solely English league against killer

teams of chip-eaters like Arsenal, Man-
chester United, Tottenham Hotspur or

Newcastle City. Maybe someday soon
I’ll get my wish.

Control is handled by three of the

Saturn’s buttons. On offense, "A” is

88 VideoGames July '95



Each team has its own strengths, but you can

make any one of them into a winning squad.

mmm

CHRIS G. 9
A great soccer sim. As playable

as soccer gets on a game system.

CHRIS R. 7
Very impressive, but stiff. More
camera angles and options

would have helped.

NORMAL

GRAPHICS
Great use of the Saturn’s capabilities. HASit'11

The music sucks, but check out the “Goal!"

PLAYABILITY
I couldn’t stop myself, even though I had to.

backfield aren’t defending to your expec- mik. mam
tations. During halftime, you can switch 'mm mm: :

them around in the option screen. This

gives the “auto-pilot” of the game a rough

guide to defend your goal by. Have you
:

ever been confused by the millions of play

options that football games give you? 1—
Does anybody ever think that those plays

are all bunk and your men just run around

like decapitated chickens? That’s what I always thought,

but in the case of Worldwide Soccer, you can tell that’s

simply not true.

I seriously can’t find much fault in Worldwide Soccer,

except for the bothersome fact that there aren’t any soc-

cer hooligans to follow your team from game to game.
There should have been a space on the option menu for

it. The game’s controls are intuitive and will be easily

picked up by novice players. The versus modes are ex-

citing and action-packed and the two different league

options make for addictive repeat playing. Sports games
aren’t usually my thing, but Worldwide Soccer made me
reminisce about the days of my youth in the AYSO
(American Youth Soccer Organization) and all the fun I

used to have back then. Heck, maybe I should have

gone to a World Cup game last year.

—Gabe Soria

'Worldwide
Soccer

looks just

as good as
FIFA 3DO."

(800) USA-SEGA
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| Super NES players have grown accus-

i tomed to far better graphics than these.

Not at the level where a base-

ball game should be in '95.

This is actually one of the first

of Hudson’s popular Power
League baseball games to

escape from Japan; unfortu-

nately, the look and feel of the

game are dated.

(415) 871-8895

HUDSON SOFT

1 TO 4

- ' rJW ' A
)
/4

OO VideoGames I i i Iv '9S

GRAPHICS
Nothing to write home about.

SOUND/MUSIC
Too much of that stupid crowd noise.

PLAYABILITY
Confusing and inconsistent.

OVERALL
RATINGS

BREAKDOWN

!€
ven the best baseball video
games are little more than in-

teractive movies—much more
time is spent viewing the re-

sults of plays than is spent ac-

tually manipulating the controller. To be
considered a success, games based on
the American pastime need to offer little

more than a reasonably accessible slew
of statistics and an easy, fluid method of

player control. Even by these meager
standards, The Sporting News Baseball
from Hudson Soft fails to impress.

Most of the statistics essential to a

decent baseball simulator are present
here, but they don’t mean much in terms
of affecting game play, nor do the charac-
ters physically resemble the players they

represent. Sporting News tries to be more
of an arcade-style game than a simulator,

and as such makes attempts to ensure
that play goes quickly, smoothly and
according to set patterns. (In other words,
not at all like real life.)

One to four players can play at once in

one of three stadium styles. (Okay, the

“Dream Field” playing field is kind of cute,

but facsimiles of actual ballparks would
have been better.) Players can choose the

level of control they wish to have over

their team, either automatic or manual,

but manual control tends to be jerky

and confusing. Control of individual char-

acters during batting and pitching situa-

tions isn’t much better. Whenever a ball is

pitched or hit, it’s difficult to determine
whether its trajectory was a result of

player interaction or just random chance.

For the most part, it’s a good idea to sit

back, interfere as little as possible and let

the computer help you win the game.
Sporting News is highly reminiscent of

Tommy Lasorda Baseball for the Genesis,
or even the original RBI Baseball on the

NES. The characters are choppy and
poorly rendered, background fields con-
sist of the same patterns repeating over
and over, and the repetitive, corny music
and rainstorm-like cheers of fans would
seem more at home on a game from the

early ’80s.

Baseball video games do serve a pur-

pose, but that purpose is usually better

served than it is by Sporting News Base-
ball. And with the strike finally over and a
new season of games to watch on TV,

playing through nine innings of a video
game of this low quality should seem all

the more unbearable.

—Dan Vebber
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PHONE

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

GRAPHICS
Underwater scenes are cool.

SOUND/MUSIC
Hear your lure make a popping sound.

PLAYABILITY
Have fun trying to get the bass to strike.

Reel that sucker in!

MASTERS

N ow you never have to leave

your trailer to go fishing!

Malibu’s producers have really

outdone themselves with this new fish-

ing release, Bass Masters Classic. Just
imagine: All of the little things that

bugged you about Super Black Bass
have been corrected and all of the things that you loved
have been enhanced.

Bass Master Classics is a great game. As in Super
Black Bass, the objective is to become one of the best

bass fishermen by competing at five different tourna-

ments on five different lakes. Lure selection and f
7

manipulation—along with a good sense of where to

fish—are necessary in order for you to be successful.

In each tournament, you have three days to climb

into the top five of a 40-man group. If you manage to

maintain your position, you receive the honor of com-
peting in the next tournament.

The first major improvement over the old Super
Black Bass is the addition of a bait shop where you can
purchase lures and upgrade reels, rods, outboards,

fish finders and line. If you want, you can also talk to

the proprietor and maybe he’ll give you a little free

information. This is all very important because it

allows you to equip yourself better for the task at

hand. If you’re sick and tired of having your line

snapped, just cruise in and buy a heavier one.

No longer do you have to strain your eyes search-

ing out fish on an overhead view. Now, you’re right in

the water with a "Mode 7” first-person view of your
lure and the surrounding area. The fish are dark and
easily distinguishable from the background. Also, it’s

now easier to gauge how far your lure is from the bot-

tom, so you’ll know if you’re reeling in on the plane

where the fish are to be found.

Bass Masters Classic has greatly improved all of

the areas of Super Black
Bass. It's easier to fight the

fish early on; they are easily

distinguishable and there’s a

lot more excitement. If you
were a fan of Super Black
Bass, then you’re gonna love

Bass Master Classic. And if

you've never played, l recom-
mend that you take a look. It’s a

whole lot more fun than you
would think.

—Geoff Higgins

MALIBUGAMES CHRIS B. 8
As a fan of fishing games, I

found this to be one of the best.

Fishing on the SNES might
seem idiotic, but this game is

challenging and hypnotic.

Surprisingly engaging.



GENESIS
BREAKDOHIINT
GRAPHICS
Bland, but super-smooth and very fast.

Annoying music, but great crowd effects.

PLAYABILITY 3

Lightning-fast sport sim with an arcade feel.

OVERALL
“Well-done, but hardcore soccer fans

will probably still go for FIFA.”

PHONE

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

.'fSiw'

S
occer games come and go, matter of seconds.
but never really have much The graphics are for the most
effect on the gaming world, part pretty bland. The color and

FIFA International Soccer from texture of the grass varies with the
Electronic Arts kind of changed location of the match and that’s

that. The radical isometric 3-D per- about it. There are some decent-
spective, cool gameplay and awe- looking cinemas to break up the
some animation made it a sure-fire monotony and the now-standard
hit. U.S. Gold has obviously taken multiple action replays,

this to heart, because Head-On Music and sound effects are
Soccer looks almost identical. pretty disappointing, although the

There are a few differences, chanting and droning of the crowd
Head-On Soccer is a lot less com- is pretty cool. You can almost
plicated. There are fewer options smell the anger and passion of the
and the animation is nowhere near supporting fans,

as good as in FIFA. The other The big question you have to

major difference is speed. I think ask yourself is this: Should I

the players in Head-On might have bother buying this over FIFA? The
drunk a little too much coffee this answer isn't so simple. Do you
morning. The soccer players rush want a realistic, complicated, op-
around the screen at breakneck tion-packed simulation, or a fast

pace and sometimes the action is action arcade soccer game? If

almost too quick to keep track of. your choice is the latter, then get
After a little practice, though, Head-On Soccer. This is a classy
you'll discover that this is only little number with the kind of long-
half the fun. term appeal that only really good

Once your passing skills have sports games car\ offer. Hardcore
been mastered, the game ends up soccer fans will probably still go
being more frantic than a basket- for FIFA, but even they should
ball sim. The ball goes from one check this out first,

end of the pitch to the other in a —Ijtank O’Connor

(415) 693-0297

Not bad, but it’s no competition

for FIFA.
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PHONE

Big, detailed hoopsters abound.

SOUND/MUSIC
The announcer thinks he’s Johnny Most.

PLAYABILITY
Behind-the-backboard view really works.

CHRIS G. a
Finally, a basketball game with

characters that are really huge.

Overall excellent sound and
play.

A really cool basketball game-
great 3-D effects and scrolling.

I’d pay for it.
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\/ Exhibition/Practice Mode
\/ League/Season Mode
</ Tournament Mode

Substitutions

Team Construction

League Construction

\/ Battery Backup

Password Backup

>/ Instant Replay

\/ Official License

1 2 /3/4 5

Players r~^

PLAYERS

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Pretty smooth, but nothing special.

SOUND/MUSIC G
An obnoxious umpire calls balls and strikes.

PLAYABILITY 7
The ability to create your own players is key.

1 TO 4

GENESIS

Arts.
Between John Madden Foot-

ball, NBA Live and NHL
Hockey, EA has figured
out a successful formula

for three of the four

major team sports. ..and

mell, here you
go — another
attempt at a

baseball cart

franchise from
Electronic

player performance, the ability to

sign and create your very own
rookie players and the influence of

hot and cold streaks on your players’

performances.
Triple Play Baseball is another fine

EA Sports entry. However, there is noth-

ing here that’s going to revolutionize

the baseball cart genre. Maybe the new
features should have been added to the

La Russa cart just to avoid confusion.

—Geoff Higgins

let’s not forget the incredible FIFA Soc-

cer series. Somehow, baseball has
eluded EA’s grasp. From MLBPA to

Tony La Russa, there hasn’t been a

blockbuster worth an annual sequel,

and Sega’s tremendous World Series

carts have driven the Genesis baseball

stakes ever higher.

All whining aside, Triple Play

Baseball isn’t a bad game.
The problem is that it’s

„ getting hard to

tell the dif-

ference

between it and most of

the other baseball games for the Gene-
sis. Here’s a breakdown of some of the

game’s features: MLBPA players,

baseball teams, baseball stadiums,
infielders, outfielders, batters, statis-

tics, a full season mode and the words
"Home Run” in big letters when some-
body hits one. Not much more to this

game than others.

However, Triple Play Baseball does
have a few new fea-

tures which do

,

spice it up, most
notably an All-Star

game based on

EDITORS’
RATINGS

Good music, and real players

are a definite plus.

Great attention to detail, but the

screen scrolling is too choppy.



i
The positive aspects of this game are that the

i player animation is smooth and that it has some
good options. You can play a regular game, full

season or home-run derby. If your fielding sucks,

try defensive practice. Also, if you want to relive a

past World Series or Pennant Race, try selecting

one of the division leaders of the past ten years.

RBI '95 is a solid baseball game that plays well.

Unfortunately, it has made a lot of terrible mis-

takes which people will pick up. With so many
baseball games out there, an eye for detail is very

necessary to lift your game out of the hum-drum.
More developers should take a long, hard look at

what Sega Sports did with World Series Baseball '95.

Maybe a 32X version of that game would make me
stand up and cheer.

—Geoff Higgins

T I M K WA li N I : It

PHONE

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

rfi.MN.M I

GRAPHICS
The batters look great.

SOUND/MUSIC
The commentator miscalls plays a lot.

PLAYABILITY
Little improvement over the past versions.

OVElWLL^fy
R/VIIVIGP-

y^ny game that

.can screw up
Fenway Park is al-

• —

r

>— .
. ready in trouble with

me. But I’m going to let

that slide. RBI ’95 for the

32X has enough problems for

me not to nit-pick over a miss-

ing scoreboard. (Did I mention
that it is the only non-electric one

left in the Majors?)
If you play baseball video games,

you already know the types of things to

expect from an RBI title. What may
surprise you is that RBI '95 is not 1 much
better than its predecessor, even
though it’s for the 32X. The gameplay
is fine and it does hold its own against

the other baseball carts out there, but

the area where RBI '95 nickel-and-

dimes itself to death is in its lack of

attention to detail.

The graphics in this game could use a

fair amount of work. While the batter looks

fantastic, the players on the field are nonde-
script and—surprisingly—are all Caucasian. Hey,

if you’re going to bother to pay attention to the

race of the batter, go the extra mile and do the

same for the fielders.

RBI '95 also boasts individualized parks. As I

stated earlier, to recreate the most famous baseball

park in the Major Leagues incorrectly is a crime. I’m

not saying it has to have the Citgo sign up there, but

realism is what we’re looking for.

One aspect of the game that made my jaw drop is

the commentary. It's great to hear color commentary
while you’re playing, but it would be great if the de-

scriptions of plays were always correct. At one point,

the announcer cried, “Foul ball to the first baseman!’’

This struck me as peculiar because I had just

shanked the ball to the third base side. I also heard

a line drive to the shortstop described as a “fly ball

to center field.

The positive aspects of this game

CHRIS G- t
I Not much of an improvement
over the Genesis versions.

CHRIS B- 6
Is Sega's World Series Baseball

coming to 32X?

GABE C
Not up to the standards set by
other 32X sports titles.

(408) 473-9400

TIME WARNER

MEG

1 OR 2
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There isn’t much I can say about this

version that you haven’t already

guessed. NBA JAM Tournament Edition

for 32X is the best yet. I believe it’s actu-

ally worth going out and buying a 32X

—

now that its price has dropped—just to

play this game.
The playability is still rock-solid, but

the biggest difference between this and

previous versions of NBA JAM is that

the graphics are incredible. For the first

time, the players actually scale just like

the arcade game, growing bigger as

they approach the “camera” and smaller

as they move toward the background.

Big heads, new players and substitu-

tions make it one of the most exciting

hoop games around.

If you hadn’t heard, NBA T.E. has a

team consisting only of last year’s top

rookie players. You can match Montross

and Hill up against Stockton and Mal-

one. Or how about Dumas and Roses
against Wilkins and Radja?

NBA T.E. has everything you look for

in an exaggerated, off-the-wall basket-

ball game. Rush out and get it now if

you have a 32X.

—Geoff Higgins

PHONE

DEVELOPER

PLAYERS

I sr i'Ji.ina

CHRIS G. 1 O
Arcade-perfect—unbelievable!

Big heads and everything!

CHRIS B_ 9
The best home version of NBA
JAM, bar none.

TYRONE 9
Just like the arcade. I love this

game!

GRAPHICS
Crisp and clear graphics. Great big heads.

SOUND/MUSIC
Boom shakalaka!

PLAYABILITY
Flawless. NBA JAM can’t get any better.

PRESS
START

BRflUIRlUILKIRS

Tupao

IGUANA

IsffCBBmepo
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We Accept:

Personal Checks and
Money Orders Are Also Accepted!

RUSH - V x

DELIVERY!
is available on all in-stock items.

612«946*8107
CALL TODAY!

All Games come with a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Current Prices May Vary • Call for Shipping

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612-946-8107
These Are Partial Lists

More Titles Available!

We Also Offer:

GameBoy, Game Gear,

Sega CD and Sega 32X
Want Something? Can’t Find It?

We’ve Got It!

We sell previously played video

games and accessories at great

prices.

Si? Call Today! O
61

2

#946*81 07

^Win a $25.00 Funco Gift Certificate!"'

I I I I I I

I I I I I

DOWN
1 . Song 'Pacman

2. Most sequeled game
4. First video game
5. Donkey &

Contest Rules: No purchase necessary to enter. Complete the crossword puzzle, cut

it out and then mail, along with your name, address and phone number to:

July Mail Order Contest, Funco, Inc., 10120 W. 76th Street, Mpls., MN 55344

All Correct Entries Will Be Entered in a Drawing

Entries must he postmarked no later than July 31, 1995 VG^

CIRCLE #106 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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SUPER

NES

GAME

GEAR

GAME

BOY

GRAPHICS
It looks like the real thing.

SOUND/MUSIC
The music is very annoying.

1 Game Boy owners who also happen to be NBA
JAM Ians will definitely want to pick this game
up. In addition to the 27 NBA teams, NBA JAM
Tournament Edition features a rookie team com-

'

prised of NBA newcomers. You can customize
* * the game by setting the timer speed, drone diffi-

v. '

, culty, tag mode, etc. You can make player subs

after the first, second and third quarters. The

game plays great, and even those who’ve never

played NBA JAM will think it swank.

It plays great—like other versions.

OVERALL'TTY

Sports trivia freaks who like to answer ques- You don’t get to see much football.

SOUND/MUSIC
Nice buzzer sounds.

PLAYABILITY
You might learn something.

tions like “What team originally drafted NBA
star Patrick Ewing?” or “How old was Boris

Becker when he won his first Wimbledon title?”

will definitely find Sports Trivia Championship

Edition engaging. The trivia questions are

framed by a football game, and the premise of

the game is to answer questions correctly in

order to gain yardage. Obviously, you don’t get

anywhere by answering questions incorrectly.

AFTER LEAUIHG THE „ ,CHICAGO BEARS, t-IHf-iT HA;
THE FIRST TEAM .JIM
MCnAHOn PLAYED FOR?.

AR ISONA CARD IHALS
SAM DIEGO CHARGERS
PHILADELPHIA EAGLE?
CLEUELAND BROt-IHS

Big, bold graphics make it look good.

SOUND/MUSIC
Nice punches.

PLAYABILITY
The control is not effective.

TOUGHMAN CONTEST • ELECTRONIC ARTS • 1 or 2 PLAYERS • 32 MEG

SUPER R.B.I. BASEBALL • TIME WARNER • 1 or 2 PLAYERS • 8 MEG

The thing about Super R.BJ. Baseball is that it

looks really, really bad. The graphics are down-

-r right poor. Super R.BJ. Baseball features an

^
" MLBPA license with real players and their 1994

stats, a 162-game season and the option to cre-

ate your own team. The latter option and the
' Home Run Derby mode are the game’s coolest

features; everything else is pretty much stan-

f/> '
Jw.r \ dard. It’s too bad that there aren’t enough excel-

1

! lent baseball games for the Super NES.

GRAPHICS
The graphics need improvement.

SOUND/MUSIC
The sound’s all right.

There are better baseball games.

OVERALL^T

BREAKDOWN
Electronic Arts’ Toughman Contest is based on

the real-life Toughman Contest, in which a bunch

of tough guys duke it out for the Toughman
World Championship. The 24 characters in the

game are from around the world, each with his

own unique physical attributes. The characters

are big and the animation good, but the control

lacked a little finesse. It looks just like the

Genesis version, too. The game includes two-

time Toughman finalist Butter Bean.

PGA EUROPEAN TOUR PGA European Tour features two new gameplay
formats: Matchplay and Shootout. You can com-

pete against ten different European pros, from

Seve Ballesteros of Spain to Tony Johnstone of

Zimbabwe. Standard features include: Stroke

Meter, Accuracy Point, Draw and Fade Meter,

Overswing and Wind Gauge. PGA European

Tour offers everything a golfer might want in a

golf game and it is, in fact, a great golf game for

the Game Boy.

Courses and players look good.

SOUND/MUSIC
Turn the music on or off.

PLAYABILITY 8
Good golf features and a Euro twist.

OVERALL
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Hey,Superstar
You’ve donejustabout
everything there is to do in

basketball. Except tWO things.

You haven’t played NBA JAM TE
on 32X and GAME BOY- It has
all-star teams! RooKie teams! foil court dunKs

(Can you do that?). 9 pt. shots (you’ll love that).

3-5 players per team! Stereo sound*. Arcade player scaling*!

The fastest gameplay ever*(a lot faster than you). Updated player

rosters! 5 speed juice mode (DrinK plenty of fluids). 8 player attributes!

Tournament and practice modes (you need all the practice you can get). Same team match-ups! Injuries

and fatigue factor! And variable shot clock, overtime (game winning shot at the buzzer, baby) and timer speed!

See yOU
on the court.
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